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InkSWELL?

No, it’s Inxwell. Mohawk Paper Mills’ patented papermaking process gives our Options and Navajo papers unmatched

holdout among uncoated sheets. That means less dot gain and no more compromises between the feel you want and the

performance you need. The holdout, opacity and runnability of Inxwell papers makes average printing better — and good

printing great. If you’re not printing with Inxwell, you’re missing the point. See more at www.mohawkpaper.com.
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Start designing twice as fast with

“I can easily do this in CorelDRAW ”
®

Hugo Hansen knows illustration software: as the
author of several guides, he’s familiar with all the
tricks and available software packages.
CorelDRAW is Hugo’s medium of choice when
he’s producing his high-profile vector illustrations,
thanks to the superior layout tools and seamless
compatibility with over a hundred file types.

It’s the complete graphics suite that includes
CorelDRAW 12, Corel PHOTO-PAINT 12 and
Corel R.A.V.E. 3.

®

™

Chosen by design professionals,
like Hugo Hansen

“I don’t have to go to the toolbar and change tools. I don’t have to use keyboard shortcuts. The
program makes the appropriate tools available on the fly. The interface is so intuitive, I can
recreate an image of a motorcycle quite quickly.”
- Hugo Hansen, Illustrator and Author

®

Download your FREE trial at www.corel.com/dgusa

Available at:

For more information, please contact Corel Customer Service at 1-877-672-6735
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EXCLUSIVE INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Save* $100 on a 3-month subscription and 
start downloading up to 50 royalty-free 
stock photos per day! Regularly $499, you 
pay only $399.

www.comstock1700k.com/promo/intro17/

*Offer expires April 30th, 2005. 

All images © 2005 Comstock Images, a division of JupiterImages Corporation.  Image: #KS94018

THE PHOTOS YOU NEED -

ALL OF THEM.

INTRODUCING COMSTOCK IMAGES BY SUBSCRIPTION

NEW
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     by Sheree Clark 
         Follow these steps to finish with style.

46 The 8 Folding Families by Trish Witkowski
         Understanding folding terms and classes
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         Assure environmental responsibility in your printing.  
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         Neil Young’s family saga grows naturally.
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Following seven simple steps 
for innovative binding will head 
off potential problems and help 
your creativity shine (page 40).
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Choice
The source of creative inspiration

Music

Attitude

Cool

Cut Out

Entertainment

Fashion

Goatee Beard

Gold Chain

Listening

Leisure

Standing

Youth Culture 

Funky

Three Quarter Length 

Got the right image?

With thousands of highly creative, superior quality images in
our collection and over 100 fresh new shots being added daily,
you’re sure to get the most current, visually arresting imagery
around when you choose Digital Vision. 

Digital Vision - Get the right image.

Authorized Distributors:

Artzooks.com
Creatas.com
Estockphoto.com
Firstlight.com
Fotosearch.com
Futurestock.com

Gettyimages.com
Istockpro.com
Matton.com
Maxximages.com
Mediabakery.com
Picturequest.com

Photosstock.com
Punchstock.com
Superstock.com
Veer.com
Wonderfile.com
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Although the techniques and ideas outlined in Dynamic Graphics are offered with 
the best possible intentions, the publication or its publisher will assume no liability 
for their success or failure in any real-world business application.

Dynamic Graphics magazine (ISSN 1094-2548/USPS 016-929) is published 
bimonthly by Dynamic Graphics Group, 6000 N. Forest Park Drive, Peoria, IL 
61614-3592, for $36 per year in the U.S. Single copies are $7.95 each. Prices 
vary outside the U.S. April/May 2005, Vol. 10, No. 2. Canadian GST Account No. 
125145193. Canada Post Permit No. 2493675. 

POSTMASTER: Send change of address forms to Dynamic Graphics magazine, P.O. 
Box 9006, Maple Shade, NJ 08052-9006. Periodical postage rates paid at Peoria, 
Ill., and additional mailing offices. Visit www.dynamicgraphics.com/dgm and click 
Subscriber Services, or e-mail directly at dgm@starrcorp.com. 

© 2005 Dynamic Graphics, Inc. All rights reserved. Contents of this magazine may 
not be reproduced in any manner without written consent from the publisher. 
Mention of any product does not constitute endorsement by Dynamic Graphics 
magazine. Dynamic Graphics magazine assumes no responsibility for return of 
unsolicited manuscripts, photos, art, or cartoons, and reserves the right to reject 
any editorial or advertising materials. Unsolicited materials should be accompanied 
by a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Dynamic Graphics magazine is a regis-
tered trademark of Dynamic Graphics, Inc.  

Production Notes:
This issue was produced using InDesign 2.0 on PowerMac G4s. Text imported from 
Microsoft Word and set in Clarendon BT, Gotham, and Adobe Garamond. Unless 
otherwise noted, all Pantone color references that appear in the magazine are 
taken from the Pantone solid to process guide coated. All visuals placed in posi-
tion and separated electronically. Output direct to plate at 150 lpi at RR Donnelley 
& Sons Co. All rights reserved.

Printed in the U.S.A. using soy-based process color inks.
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Order now and 

take control of your color. 

See more at Spyder2.pantone.com

Nobody
touches my color 
but the pros.
The colors in your graphics and images are too 

important to be left to chance. You want to 

be confident that your print output will 

match what’s on your screen. 

That's why creatives rely on 

the ColorVision® Spyder2™ 

system to calibrate 

their displays.

PANTONE® and other Pantone, Inc. trademarks are the property of Pantone, Inc. ColorVision® and other ColorVision Inc. trademarks are the property of ColorVision Inc. © Pantone, Inc., 2004. 
All rights reserved.
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FROM THE EDITOR

1984 was supposed to be a fateful year, and it was, just not 
in the ways that most people figured. As George Orwell’s 
novel of the same numerals had ominously intimated, it 
was to be the year that the future arrived. But it wasn’t 
Orwell’s future that unfolded in 1984.

That year I had my first inklings of the future of print. 
The harbinger wasn’t the pessimistic foreboding of Orwell, 

but a character in the newly released and wildly comic film 
Ghostbusters. It was “Dr.” Egon Spengler (played by Harold 

Ramis) who stated flatly, “Print is dead.”
Five hundred years of bringing light to the world via printed matter … dead? 

How could that be? As a reader of Co-Evolution Quarterly and other forward-thinking 
journals, I’d been hearing predictions of how communicating digitally would some-
day change the world. Another 1984 arrival famously accelerated the process: the first 
Macintosh, Apple’s 128K.

As it turned out, Egon’s words of doom weren’t so much premature as wrong—
just like 1984. In the 20 years or so since Ghostbusters and the birth of the Mac, 
there have been moments when things looked bleak for print: Were e-books and 
e-magazines on the verge of rendering their printed counterparts obsolete? Nope. 
Will it yet happen? Who knows?

What has happened is that print and digital media have found ways to reinforce 
each other. Today’s schoolkids may not think in terms of “the immediacy of the web” 
and “the permanence of print,” but they understand the concepts implicitly. They 
know print and digital aren’t mutually exclusive, but mutually indispensable.

This is pertinent because in this issue and in the coming months, we offer spe-
cial issues on both print and web (with a hiatus for our annual Makeovers special). 
In this print-oriented issue, we explore poster art for advocacy (page 32), innovative 
binding (page 40), and folding techniques (page 46). And despite whatever else the 
future holds for print, environmental implications will surely grow—see “Printing 
Green: 12 Things You Need to Know” on page 50.

And if that isn’t enough convergence for you, we offer a brand-new feature to 
DG readers in this issue: high-quality digital images you can download free for your 
next print project. See page 14 for details.

Who you gonna call? Call us … and let us know how we’re doing.

Tom Biederbeck, editor

TEAM LinG - Live, Informative, Non-cost and Genuine!
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Presentation pointers
I was terribly excited to receive the 
February/March 2005 Dynamic 

Graphics [V10N1]. The “4 Type Rules for 
Presentations” article was great! I look forward 

to future presentation articles—thanks again.
Liesel Wallace
San Francisco, Calif.

Thank you for your note. We plan to cover more 
presentation-related subjects in future issues.

LETTERS
Creative Feedback

Tell us what you really think
I recently bought the Dec/Jan 2005 [V9N6] 
Dynamic Graphics, and I just have one thing to say: 
Your magazine stinks! Literally! I open it and it 
smells so bad that it literally gives me a headache. It 
smells like ink or something. I took it to a friend’s 
house, and she opened the magazine and said, “I 
can’t read this, it smells so bad!” I don’t know if you 
get this comment a lot or not, but I’ve been buying 
the magazine for two years and noticed it before. It’s 
just that it seems worse or something.

I have one other little comment. In that issue 
the Software Specific “Picture Perfect: Not-so-
extreme makeovers” in Photoshop was disappointing. 
What designer doesn’t know how to do that stuff?
That’s like baby steps for designers and Photoshop 
users. What’s next, directions on how to cut and 
paste? That was a waste of paper.
Nicole Walker
Hamilton, Ontario

First things first: We print this publication with soy 
ink. Soy ink has a different odor from traditional, 
solvent-based ink. Some people dislike it, others don’t 
mind. But soy ink does have a big plus side: It’s envi-
ronment-friendly. To learn more about environmen-
tally sustainable printing, see “Printing Green: 12 
Things You Need to Know” on page 50 in this issue.

Second, as to your comments on our regular 
Software Specific pages: Refl ecting the diversity of our 
readership, we offer tips and techniques at all skill lev-
els. We do pay serious attention to what you tell us you 
want to see. Whether you’re a degreed designer or self-
taught, your feedback motivates us to serve you better. 
Send a note or log on to take our online survey (you 
could win a great book by doing the latter; URL is at 
left). Or, check out our sister publications, SBS Digital 
Design and Photoshop Fix newsletters, which are 
geared to more advanced levels. www.dgusa.com

HOW TO CREATE IMPACT FOR LESS

Text-Heavy Solutions

Pro Bono Partnerships

LIGHTEN UP YOUR LAYOUTS

Low-Fi Graphics
IMAGES WITH ATTITUDE

SUCCESS IS A TWO-WAY STREET

Design ideas for the real world

FEB/MARCH 2005
$7.95 US $8.40 CAN

0 274470 90182

01>

dynamicgraphics.com/dgm

“YOUR MAGAZINE STINKS ! 

LITERALLY! I  OPEN IT

AND IT SMELLS SO BAD

THAT IT LITERALLY GIVES ME

A HEADACHE. IT SMELLS LIKE 

INK OR SOMETHING.”

Don’t keep 
us guessing:
Share your thoughts.
Your opinions about Dynamic Graphics maga-
zine are very important to us, so we’re offering 
you the opportunity to share your views 
online. To take this brief survey, go to www.
dynamicgraphicsmagazine.com and look 
for the 8-ball icon. Click on it and you’ll go 
directly to the survey form.

Once you’ve taken the survey you may 
register for a drawing for a book that’s reviewed 
in this issue, Two-Color Graphics, from Rock-
port Publishers (see page 78 for a review). 

It takes just a minute or two to complete 
the survey. It’s more reliable than ESP. You get 
to sound off, and you might win a great book.

Q: Should you take
the survey?

A: SIGNS POINT
TO YES.

With a little help
from our friends
Reader Giuliana 
Lonigro was looking 
for waterproof label 
stock. I have Avery’s 
White Weatherproof 
Shipping Labels (stock 
number 5514) for laser 
printing. I bought 
them at a fl ea mar-
ket, which may speak 
for their scarcity, but 
there must be more 
out there somewhere.
Janice Mundy
Dallas, Texas

Kudos to you for help-
ing a fellow reader, 
Janice. We could 
not find that specific 
number on Avery’s 
website, but we did 
find weatherproof 
labels there. Try this to 
see what’s available: 
www.avery.com/us/
Main?action=product.
HierarchyList&node=1
0211138&catalogcode=
WEB01
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GET MORE INFORMATION ONLINE AT WWW.CREATAS.COM/BBT.

THEORY

THE BIG

A T L A N T A

B O S T O N

C H I C A G O

L O S  A N G E L E S

N E W  Y O R K

S E A T T L E

LEARN THE BACK STORY BEHIND THE BEST BRANDS, UNDERSTAND THE TRENDS THAT AFFECT
YOUR TRADEMARK, AND DISCOVER THE EVOLVING ROLE THAT POP CULTURE PLAYS IN A BRAND’S SUCCESS.

NEW TOPICS. NEW SPEAKERS. NEW WAYS TO GET AHEAD.
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How’d they UNdo that?
I loved your How’d They Do That? department in 
the February/March 2005 [V10N1] issue. Bravo on 
a job well done! Is this going to be a recurring sec-
tion? I hope so.

On page 30 in Color on Call, there is an 
unfinished look at the top of the robot illustration. 
I like this effect, and think I have seen it before in 
Photoshop. It would be cool if you could explain this 
technique. Thanks for an awesome section.
Danny Leo
Morgantown, W. Va.

Although the robot illustration was purposely 
unfinished by the artist, there is a way to imitate this 
technique. Check out this issue’s How’d They Do That? 
on page 74. Readers: Please send any effects you’ d like 
explained from each issue to us at slane@dgusa.com.

Get with the program
In regards to the Software Specific article “Timeless 
Refl ections: Update the outdated” in the October/
November 2004 [V9N5] issue. I found it very amus-
ing that you would talk about updating, then turn 
around and use an old OS 9 version of Photoshop to 
create the tutorial.
Dexter Abellera
Lodi, Calif.

This is a good subject for you to bring up. Until quite 
recently, our research was telling us that most read-
ers on a Mac platform were using OS 9. Although we 
will continue to try to include techniques that can be 
applied using earlier or later versions of both Photoshop 
and Mac OS, we have decided to begin showing the 
most recent versions of these and other popular pro-
grams. In this issue’s Software Specific and How’d 
They Do That? we use commands and screen shots 
from OS X and Photoshop and Illustrator CS (except 
in How’d They Do That’s last technique, which is only 
available in Illustrator 8, not later versions).

Correction
In our February/March issue (V10N1), the article 
titled “Get What You (don’t) Pay For” contained 
inaccuracies. The Diamonds of Dorchester event 
materials were incorrectly attributed. These were 
designed by causemedia (www.causemedia.com), a 
social issues marketing firm in Boston. The project 
was not a Sappi Ideas That Matter grant winner. 
Shawneric Hachey was not involved in the project. 
We apologize for the errors.

A differing opinion
I love when we learn 
how to do things with 
software like in Soft-
ware Specific. I’m not 
a trained designer and 
I really need this kind 
of help.
Survey respondent

Some people request 
easier software tips 
and techniques, while 
others want more 
advanced ones. We’re 
here for readers at all 
skill levels.

Design, again
I enjoy reading about 
real-world struggles 
meeting a design chal-
lenge, then seeing the 
solutions you offer. I 
find it helpful to see
rejected directions, and 
solutions not picked 
that the designer 
thought had merit. 
Survey respondent

Then you’ll enjoy DG’s 
special June/July 
Makeovers issue. We’ll 
take suffering designs 
and offer suggestions 
on how to improve 
them, illustrating every 
step of the way.

Joining the ranks
I am newly addicted to 
digital design and this 
magazine is just what I 
have been looking for. 
It is innovative, imagi-
native, makes me think, 
provides solutions, and 
stirs the idea palette. 
I plan on subscribing 
right away!
Survey respondent

For information on 
subscribing, visit  
www.dynamicgraphics
magazine.com.

Look for this “free” 

icon. Then visit 

www.dynamic

graphicsmagazine.

com/downloads for 

instructions on how 

to download your 

free images!

downloads
image

with
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I was successful in the design indus-
try for quite a while, but suddenly 
I don’t have the same energy. My 
enthusiasm has evaporated; my 

passion is pffffft! How do I recon-
nect with my career and myself?

DESIGN DYNAMICS |  Sheree Clark
Ask the Experts

Light Your Fire … or “You’re Fired”?
Identify the causes of burnout to reclaim 
your enthusiasm—Part 1 of 2.

Ah, burnout. Nature’s way of telling you “somethin’s 
gotta give.” In medicine, the proper treatment of an 
ailment must be preceded by an accurate diagnosis. 
Not all burnout cases are the same, any more than all 
headaches or backaches are. The source of the trouble 
holds the key to its remedy, and it’s important to 
know what’s causing your discomfort.

Burnout can stem from imbalances in one of 
three general areas—mind, body, and spirit—or 
a combination of the three. The mind, body, and 
spirit all need to be in balance for an individual to 
thrive and function at peak performance. And while 
balance means different things to each of us at vari-
ous times, the fact is that balance is fluid: It isn’t 
something that is achieved once and kept. It requires 
constant checks, and give and take.

Mind
Probably the biggest source of trouble for design-
ers and creative professionals, balance in the mind 
is hard to maintain. Every day we’re expected to 
perform, have great—meaning new—ideas, solve a 
myriad of problems, be able to communicate in a 
multitude of media. Add to that the array of meet-
ings, memos, e-mails, and the other day-to-day 
demands we face, and it’s a wonder we’re able to get 
anything done. Burnout in the mind area generally 
comes from “too much.” For example: 

• Working too many hours
• Too many projects and details
• Excessive demands on time
• Worries about money, job security
• Competing priorities

•  Self-imposed, unrealistic pressure to “be even 
better” each day

• Too much free time, resulting in boredom

Body
As we age, the body balance requires more effort to 
maintain. People in their 20s, for example, have an 
uncanny ability to work hard and play hard with 
no visible ill effects, while a middle-aged person 
suffering from a hangover may be sick for two days. 
Creativity is harder to muster when you don’t feel 
well, and feeling well means having a healthy body. 
Burnout that comes from disconnection with the 
body typically stems from:

• Poor diet
• Not enough exercise
• Abuse of alcohol and drugs
•  Too much caffeine, sugar, or other things ingested 

in excess
• Lack of sleep
• A chronic infection or undiagnosed illness
• Eating foods you’re allergic to or don’t tolerate well
•  Being in an unhealthy environment, such as a 

“sick building” or—according to some sources—
near strong electrical fi elds

Spirit
The spirit is highly personal, and different people 
can be affected in very different ways by spiritual 
distress. Not necessarily related to religion or 
dogma, the spirit deals with feelings, gut instinct, 
and intuition. Your spirit can be threatened by:

• An atmosphere where integrity is not valued
• A lack of appreciation
• An environment that is not supportive
• People whose values differ markedly from yours
• Negativity
• Excessive competition
• Confl icting priorities

Q
Recommended
resources
Overcoming Job 
Burnout: How to 
Renew Enthusiasm 
for Work, by Bev-
erly Potter and 
Phil Frank, $14.95, 
Ronin Publishing, 
www.roninpub.com

Reclaiming the Fire: 
How Successful 
People Overcome 
Burnout, by Steven 
Berglas, $19, Random 
House, www.random
house.com

Slack: Getting Past 
Burnout, Busywork, 
and the Myth of Total 
Effi ciency, by Tom 
DeMarco, $14.95, 
Broadway Books, 
www.barnesand
noble.com

Coming up
Part 2: In the next 
issue, I’ll cover spe-
cifi c strategies for 
confronting and over-
coming burnout.
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Finally… inspirational software instruction 
that speaks to you as a designer!

SBS Digital Design newsletter goes right
to the heart of design to deliver compelling 
and creative software-specific techniques 
used in successful real-world projects.

We examine and deconstruct designs by
creative professionals and ad agencies to 
give you their insider tips and how-to secrets.

With the new Digital Design, you’ll get:

• Step-by-step software information in a variety of applica-
tions such as Adobe and Macromedia to increase your 
marketability and keep you at the forefront of design. 

• Keenly written, information-packed columns on topics 
like website design, type effects, color correction, and 
so much more.  

• Essential timesaving shortcuts aimed to improve your 
workflow and increase your productivity in Photoshop, 
Illustrator, InDesign, Quark, Flash, Dreamweaver, 
ImageReady, and the new Creative Suite. 

• A special in-depth section with inspiring ideas and expert 
instruction on taking a project from concept to finish.

Fresh and innovative, Digital Design will help 
you take creativity to the next level.

GET YOUR FREE TRIAL ISSUE NOW!
Go to www.sbs-digitaldesign.com/freetrial

IT’S A NEW DIGITAL DESIGN!
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To figure out the root of your burnout, take the 
time to make some honest observations. Try to iden-
tify the source of your distress by asking yourself 
some frank questions:

•  How long have I felt this way? Did something pre-
cipitate it?

•  When do I feel poorly—at work or all the time?
•  Has this ever happened before? How did I get out 

of it?
•  Is there a pattern to how I feel—e.g., worse after I 

eat? Bad on Mondays?

Then, ask people whom you trust to give you honest 
feedback to questions like:

•  Do you see any difference in my general behavior 
or demeanor?

•  Am I less pleasant to be around than I have been 
in the past?

•  Have you ever felt burned out, and if so, how did 
you overcome it?

Finally, you will find it helpful if you actually docu-
ment your own feelings and patterns of behavior. 
Keeping a journal, even for just a month, will give 
you good insight into what may be precipitating 
your bad days. Try to write when you first wake up 
in the morning. Writing in the morning when your 
thoughts are your own and not jaded by the day’s 
events will yield the most insights. Jot down what 
you ate the evening before and how you feel in gen-
eral and specifically about the day ahead. What are 
you worried about? What are you looking forward 
to? What do you want to accomplish? Who do you 
want to see? Who do you hope to avoid? Rate your 
energy level and your enthusiasm level on a scale 
from one to ten.

By documenting your days, you’ll begin to 
identify predictors for how you feel; this allows 
you to search for ways to address what’s ailing you. 
Don’t look at your entries until the entire month 
has passed, then read the entire journal, with an eye 
toward finding the root of the problem, or at the 
very least clues to when it seems worst. g

Sheree Clark (sheree
@saylesdesign.com) 
is managing partner 
of Sayles Graphic 
Design in Des Moines, 
Iowa; an author and 
speaker on organiza-
tional and business 
issues; and owner of 
Art/Smart Consulting, 
which provides self-
promotion and busi-
ness strategies to 
creative professionals.
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1-877-833-3305     www.stocklayouts.com

Graphic Design Templates.

StockLayouts high-end graphic design templates, for users of professional
layout and graphics programs, provide fast and affordable solutions for
producing exceptional marketing materials. The StockLayouts template
library is packed with brochures, newsletters, postcards, stationery,
menus, ads and more. Visit our website to view designs and download 
the free sample template today.

Pre-designed layouts with photos and artwork, 
royalty-free and fully editable.

CD collections $99-$499. Individual templates $19-$149.
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SMARTMOVES
What’s New

Flip out
When it comes to 
special effects, 
George Lucas has 
nothing on the flip-
book. Remember 
those little books of 
images in sequen-
tial stages of move-
ment? Now you can 
get your own made. 
Send in anything 
from funny family
videos to a promo-
tional brochure or 
an instructional 
manual and have it 
turned into “flippies.” 
Today’s standard 
size is 4 x 2 1/2 
inches x 64 pages.
http://www.fl ippies.com/create.htm

Art + text = Artext
A picture is worth a thousand words, but what if 
you can have both? U.K. freelance designer Simon 
Leung’s Artext is a software application that enables 
art to be converted to a full-color text image that 
looks like the original art but reads like text. Any 
font, color, text, image ... compatible with major 
design programs, savable at 300 dpi and above, 
exportable in html, rich text, and bmp graphics. 
Seeing is believing; come to think of it, reading is 
believing, too. Currently available for Windows PC 
only, but tell Simon if you want it for Mac. Go to 
www.artext.co.uk to download a free trial version.

More color, please
Ask and ye shall receive. Pantone says it’s respond-
ing to what customers want: bigger, freshly updated 
tools to ensure accurate color matching. The 2005 
Pantone Formula Guide is now available for $120 
for a three-book set (coated, uncoated, and matte). 
Solid chips—now 25 percent larger—are $249 
for a two-book set (coated and uncoated). Other 
new color management tools include a six-color 
Hexachrome guide ($119), tints guide ($249), 
and digital chips books ($349). For details, visit 
www.pantone.com.

What’s that smell 
(revisited)?
A survey conducted 
by The Creative Group 
reveals some startling 
reasons employees 
gave their employers 
for quitting:

• “An employee 
left because he 
didn’t like the smell
of the offi ce.”

• “One guy said he 
was making too much 
money and didn’t feel 
like he was worth it.”

• “A person left 
because she didn’t
like the lighting in 
our building.”

• “One person left 
because he had to 
join the Witness 
Protection Program.”

• “Someone left to 
join the circus.”

• And then there’s the 
old silent treatment: 
“He just walked out 
without a peep. Until 
this day we have no 
idea why he left, nor 
were we able to con-
tact him.”

The Creative Group is 
a specialized staffi ng 
service providing mar-
keting, advertising, 
creative, and web pro-
fessionals on a project 
basis. www.creative
group.com

continued on page 21
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VDP rising
Variable data print-
ing (VDP) is catching 
on, with its promise 
of full-color, fully vari-
able, personalized 
documents. The latest 
survey from Trend- 
Watch Graphic Arts 
reports the following:

• 29 percent of com-
mercial printers as a 
whole produce some 
sort of VDP jobs in-
house (rising to 58 
percent of digital 
printers) and 13 per-
cent outsource them.

• 38 percent of cre-
ative respondents say 
they have produced 
VDP jobs in the last 
12 months, with 49 
percent saying they’ve 
produced full-color 
jobs with variable 
images and texts.

• 19 percent of cre-
atives say their use of 
these applications is 
increasing “a little” or 
“a lot.”

Full report: www.trend
watchgraphicarts.com

Apropos
“Curiosity about life 
in all of its aspects, 
I think, is still the 
secret of great cre-
ative people.”
- Leo Burnett

“I am always doing 
that which I cannot 
do, in order that I may 
learn how to do it.”
- Pablo Picasso

Stealthy as a fox
Look sharp: Managers of creative companies have a 
new tool for seeing the big picture of what’s going 
on inside their organizations. TimeFox, the web-
based time and expense tracking system, is being 
enhanced with new CEO desktop functions to as-
sess deadlines, compare estimated fees and costs to 
actuals, and show staff productivity. No loafi ng—
the Fox is watching. www.functionfox.com 

Trust the brush
Latest from Underware is Bello, a brush typeface 
perfect for headline sizing. With a combination
of strong visibility and endearing appeal, Bello 
strikes a (sign-) painterly note. Its two lettering 
styles—flowing script and sturdy, upright small 
caps—create strong typographic contrast. Try 
your hand at www.underware.nl, where you can 
test it yourself and download a pdf.

Certified friendly
More evidence that environmentally friendly paper 
is gaining momentum: Neenah Paper has received 
chain-of-custody certifi cation from SmartWood, 
accredited by the Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC), for the Environment line of 100-percent 
post-consumer fi ber papers. The FSC works with 
manufacturers and accrediting agencies to ensure 
sustainable practices in papermaking and forest
management; learn more in this issue on page 50.
Neenah also offers its Environmental Savings Ac-
count, a tool that helps users of recycled paper cal-
culate ecological savings in trees, water, greenhouse 
gases, and energy. Dare we term it a “groundswell”? 
www.neenahpaper.com/environment

Hungry yet?
History lesson: Back when baby vegetables were 
just unripe, before Niman ranched, before designer 
chocolate, before (gasp!) arugula, were … mock-
apple pie, endless Jello molds, and meat, meat, 
meat. Retrotrash is hot, and nowhere can it be 
more delectably savored than in period cookbooks, 
food ads, and recipe cards. Among our current 
select courses: the book The Gallery of Regrettable 
Food by James Lileks ($22.95, Crown Publishing 
Group, www.randomhouse.com/crown) and sites 
like www.candyboots.com/wwcards.html and 
www.catesgarage.com/food/food.html. Some things 
tend to look better as time passes. But no degree of 
nostalgia will ever make this stuff look tasty.

continued from page 20

Recipe cards from www.candyboots.com
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TAKE FIVE |  Puzzles, quizzes, and more
Test Your Industry I.Q.

The Print Puzzle
From desktop to pressroom:
Test your printing knowledge.

Down
1.  Photo or art in which light gradations are cre-

ated by the relative density of tiny dots; a print-
ready continuous tone image

2.  A recording device that provides a readout in 
the form of a hard copy

3.  A strip of paper with tones ranging from pure 
white to black, used for contrast control; also an 
image with shades between black and white

4.  Old-style impact printer; produces character 
images consisting of patterns of dots rather than 
lines (2 words)

6.  Cyan, magenta, yellow, and black are combined 
in this reproduction process (3 words)

7.  To exceed the standard dimension of a publica-
tion’s page; print beyond the trim

9.  A sequence of stored documents, data, or pro-
grams awaiting processing; pending print jobs 

11.  Having no writing or marking of any kind; also, 
an empty cartridge

12.  Liquid used in printing; may be water-based, 
alcohol-based, or dry

13.  Erroneous printed image, repeating; also a tech-
nique for showing one part of an image clearly 
while showing other parts less distinctly 

16.  Red ink used in four-color process printing; 
absorbs green light

17.  To arrange sheets or other items in order; to 
organize print material for binding

21. Reduces contrast between neighboring pixels
23.  Printing powder used in desktop printers 

employing highly focused light beams (2 words)
27.  Determines fi neness of an image; ability to 

record or reproduce detail
28.  Value for measuring the answer to No. 27, espe-

cially in printed images (3 words)
30.  Removing unwanted particles from ink; also, 

eliminating unwanted tones or colors to achieve 
proper exposure or color balance

HINTS!
Down
1. One-color screen
2. Gutenberg job
3. 8-bit image
4. Neo’s printing grid?
6. Rosette is evidence
7. Trim trespasser?
9. Line (Brit.)
11. Starter gun ammo
12. Pigmented
13. Spectral printing?
16. Red light + blue 
light = ?
17. Gather signatures
21. Anti-alias outcome
23. Dry ink
27. Pixel case solved
28. Raster gauge
30. Straining

Across
5. “Supersonic” color
8. Any hue
10. Always recycle
11. Stripes
14. 6/C
15. Third Greek letter
17. 4/C
18. ___ black
19. Manual &/or digital
20. How to recycle an 
ink cartridge
22. Hose end
24. Soaked:
__________ point
25. O + + = ?
26. Direction
29. NJ color co.
31. Rhythm keeper
32. Schemer
33. Indirect printing
34. Not a knockout
35. Fido hue

Across
5.  Non-impact, computerized printer that uses a 

coded tape to control tiny nozzles that spray ink 
(2 words)

8.  Substance that imparts black, white, or other 
color to printing materials; ink colorant

10.  Ink-holding “pen” used in a desktop imaging 
device such as a laser printer

11.  Bad gradient; may be resolved by applying 
smoothing techniques to the image fi le

14. CMYKOG
15.  Degree of contrast between darkest and lightest 

parts of an image; color contrast curve
17. Four-color process printing (abbr.)
18. Ink “gun”
19.  All activities and processes required to prepare a 

job for printing
20. Replenish
22.  Ink atomizer used in several types of desktop 

output devices
24.  Degree of purity of a color—its freedom from 

dilution by white or darkening by black
25.  Printer’s crosshair; reference patterns placed on 

materials to aid in alignment (2 words)
26.  Landscape or portrait arrangement of an image 

or printed piece
29. _______ Matching System, a widely used prod-

uct for matching colors
31.  Copying cylinder; also, a large metal roller used 

for inking
32.  Architect’s flatbed printer; paper is stationary, 

but pens move above it
33. ______ ________; in this lithographic process 

an ink image is transferred from a printing plate 
to a blanket or roller, then from the blanket to 
paper (2 words)

34.  Layered inks; printing on an area that has 
already been printed

35. Not process
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Crossword answers can be found on page 79.
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MANAGEMENT MATTERS |  Maria Piscopo
Build Your Skill Set

Finding Hidden Time
Managing time to get more done means 
separating your “work” from your “job.”

Ever feel there isn’t enough time to 
do everything you want? Do you end 

the day or fi nish the week with a list of 
things to do? If you answered yes, you’re 
suffering from the all-too-common cre-

ative professional’s syndrome: “too much to do and 
too little time to do it.” You probably can’t get rid 
of the work, but you can make more time—it’s just 
hidden away right now.

This syndrome really hit home for me when 
I began teaching my “Managing Creative Services” 
class for Dynamic Graphics Training. Everyone 
is pressed and stressed, and needs basic tools and 
techniques for managing time. The techniques I 
discuss here and in the class may seem simple, but 
they’re not easy. Finding the hidden time in your life 
requires strong will and discipline. 

Work vs. job
Accept that you have both work to do and a job to 
accomplish. They are two very different things. Your 
work is the creative work you are paid to do—ads, 
brochures, websites, illustrations, logos. Your job 
is to manage the work—project management, esti-
mates, budgets, even self-promotion and career 
management—and get it done.

Put the job first
Most people put their work first and get their job 
done when they get around to it. This is backwards 
and destructive to time management. You’ll never 
get around to it. The creative—your work—will 
take all the time you give it. Knowing this, you 
must reverse your priorities and put your job first.

To start, identify all the job tasks you must 
accomplish by the end of the day, week, and month. 
These are all the things you must do in both your 
personal and professional life. They will range from 
the everyday, such as opening mail and reading trade 
magazines, to the periodic, such as updating your 
resumé and yearly marketing plan. I call these tasks 
your “givens,” as it’s a must that they get done … or 
you will end up losing something very important. 

Once you have identified all the job items, take 
your personal planner or calendar and schedule all 
of these tasks as daily, weekly, and monthly dates. 

Schedule everything. You may be thinking, “Why 
bother scheduling such mundane tasks as picking up 
dry cleaning or daily exercise?” Two good reasons: 
One, if it is not on your calendar, chances are pretty 
good it won’t get done; and two, keeping lists of 
“things to do” in your head is not a very good use of 
your brainpower. In fact, you can better focus and 
concentrate on your work (the creative) when you are 
not distracted by your job (managing the work). 

Work on your work
Next, take a look at time for the work that comes 
in the door. I call this the “incoming.” Include all 
the creative, even rush jobs and last-minute client 
requests—the clients, deadlines, budgets, and proj-
ects that march in the door and sweep away any-
thing else you had planned for that moment (sound 
familiar?). Work tasks (incoming) will displace job 
tasks (givens) any time. The good news is that the 
givens are not gone and forgotten, just rescheduled!

An important key to fi nding more time is to 
touch everything only once. Eliminate piles to shuffle
and lists to pore over. When you face a given or an 
incoming task, deal with it immediately or schedule 
dealing with it at a later time. Do not dump things 
into piles or make lists—they do not have any date 
or time context and are too often left at the end of 
the day still undone. 

Love your calendar
In short, to fi nd the time for fi nishing your work 
and your job tasks, you will have to work more 
closely with your calendar. Scheduling yourself 
may feel restricting but it will actually free you. In 
Ed Gold’s wonderful book The Business of Graphic 
Design: A Sensible Approach, he says, “Being success-
ful in a graphic design business does not require one 
to make a choice between control and creativity. ... 
Creativity’s dirty little secret is that control is not 
the enemy; control is a necessary ingredient that 
makes creativity possible.”

By taking control you will always have some-
thing on your calendar to keep you moving toward 
business and career success and, more to the point, 
getting all your work done. Make your time work for 
you, not against you. g

Recommended 
resources
The Business of Gra-
phic Design, by Ed 
Gold, $32.50, Watson-
Guptill Publications, 
www.watsonguptill.com

How to Get Control of 
Your Time and Your 
Life, by Alan Lakein, 
$6.99, Signet Books, 
www.penguin
putnam.com

Getting Things Done, 
by David Allen, $15, 
Penguin Books, 
www.penguin
putnam.com

AIGA Professional 
Practices in Graphic 
Design, by Tad 
Crawford (ed.), 
$19.95, Allworth Press, 
www.allworth.com

Maria Piscopo 
(www.mpiscopo.com) 
started her business
as a creative services
consultant and art/
photo rep in 1978. 
She teaches classes 
for creative profes-
sionals, speaks at 
industry conferences, 
is an instructor with 
Dynamic Graphics 
Training, and writes 
for several industry
publications. Her 
fi fth book, The Gra-
phic Designer’s and 
Illustrator’s Guide 
to Marketing and 
Promotion, is avail-
able at Allworth Press 
(www.allworth.com).
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Find the 
Perfect Photo Fast!™

Search over 90 Publishers
at One Web Site!

FREE!

A $8995 value for free!

FREE with $100 purchase from 
www.fotosearch.com/dg05

Canto Cumulus 6

A unique 
digital asset

management tool
for creative

professionals.

Offer valid thru 5/31/05.

®

Stock PhotographyStock Photography

TM

Digital Sound Media

INGRAM
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Heather Shelby, founder of Heather 
Shelby Design, didn’t have much time 
to think about the identity of her 
design firm. Because she bagged her 
first client before she had officially 

started her business, she was forced to design her 
logo, business cards, and stationery hastily.

“I hate the business cards, even though they are 
four-color and glossy,” Shelby says. “I think they look 
cheesy and cheap. The whole system doesn’t really 
have any graphic style.” Which is quite an issue, con-
sidering Heather Shelby Design has grown into a 
successful firm focusing on print and web. DG art 
director Kathie Alexander agrees. “The current iden-
tity doesn’t reflect that Heather Shelby Design is a 
forward-thinking design agency. It’s outdated and a 
bit dull.”

Alexander updated Shelby’s logo with an ele-
gant, encircled h in Agfa Waddy 124. The light pink 
color was chosen to add some femininity—but it’s 
classy enough that male employees of Heather Shelby 
Design will be able to maintain their masculinity. “I 
work with a lot of men, and my work is not focused 
in any one industry,” Shelby explains. “Plus, I don’t 
want male employees to have to hand out a card 
that’s too girly—they may not appreciate that!”

When Shelby defined her vision of the perfect 
identity system, she mentioned an article in DG’s 
Feb/March 2005 issue (V10N1), “Lo-Fi Graphics.” 
“I love anything hand-assembled and made with 
nontraditional materials,” she notes. “Anything to get 
me away from the computer for a while!” With this 
in mind, Alexander suggests that instead of printing 
the redesigned logo on stationery, Shelby could have 
a stamp made. It would give her letterhead a more 
personal touch and also save on printing costs. An 
added benefit to a stamp is that Shelby can change 
the color of her logo as she pleases.

Alexander chose an elegant palette of pink, mint 
green, and chocolate brown for the identity system. 
She chose fun patterns for the stationery and cards, 
and suggests translucent envelopes to let the brand 
show through and leave a lasting impression. www. 
heathershelbydesign.com g

Heather Shelby Design
A little elegance and a feminine touch 
add class to an identity system.

1. Original logo
“Everything is boring, 
and not very memo-
rable,” Heather Shelby 
says of her company’s 
current identity. 

2. Updated look
DG art director Kathie 
Alexander decided on
a simple, dignifi ed, en-
circled h logo, which 
can be used alone or
with the company’s 
name underneath.

3. Logo runners-up
These were rejected 
for either being too 
playful or too staid.

4. Typography
“I chose Agfa Waddy
124 for the h be-
cause it’s feminine 
and classy,” says 
Alexander. She thick-
ened it for impact. 
Text in Aeneas adds 
sophistication, espe-
cially in its small caps.

5. Color palette
Pantone 1905 (pink), 
7486 (mint), and 477 
(chocolate) add ele-
gance to the system.

6. Paper suggestions
Alexander recom-
mends French Paper’s 
Speckletone in Starch 
Mint for stationery 
(www.frenchpaper.
com), and Jam Paper’s 
translucent envelopes, 
which come in 15 sizes 
(www.jampaper.com).

1

3

2

5 C0
M41
Y9
K0

C50
M85
Y100
K35

C20
M0
Y30
K0

4

REAL-WORLD SOLUTIONS 
Design Makeovers from the Pros 
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7. Letterhead
This system offers a 
strong identity and 
versatility for Heather 
Shelby Design. The h 
logo can be printed 
on the stationery, or 
a stamp can lend a 
personal, handmade 
feel—and save on 
printing costs. With a 
stamp and green pa-
per, Shelby will only 
need to print one 
color on each side. 
She can stamp the 
bottom right corner 
on the back of the 
letterhead to add per-
sonality and strength 
to the brand. These 
patterns can easily be 
changed—the middle 
one is a character 
from the font Cyber-
buny’s Teaser, free at 
www.fontface.com.

8. Envelopes
Translucent white 
envelopes are an alter-
native to high-cost 
printing. Shelby can 
hand-stamp the logo 
above or to the left of 
her return address.

9. Business cards
Square business cards 
are fun and unusual, 
and provide a lasting 
memory. The cards 
Alexander designed 
are printed on mint 
green paper, and 
brown ink is printed 
on the front with 
the green reversing 
out. The back is also 
printed in a one-color 
(pink) pattern with a 
brown ink stamp.

7

8

9
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Stars and stripes
This illustration by art-
ist Steve Moors evokes
a folk art theme and
a naturally patriotic
palette. To see more 
of the artist’s work or 
to contact him, visit 
www.stevemoors.com.

E pluribus unum
Raise your hand if 
you love the USA! 
Images with an under-
stated patriotic theme 
can stand out from 
the crowd. Image 
22336253, Photodisc,
www.picturequest.com

Patriotic: faithful, loyal, allegiant, 
devoted, unwavering, dutiful

Although red, white, and blue instinc-
tively conjure American patriotism, 

this color palette is used in many 
applications. The contrasts between 
the colors are striking and bold and 

can lend strength to any design.
We chose to spotlight Steve Moors and his 

“Washing the Flag” illustration (right) for its under-
stated patriotic palette. “After 9/11, I felt my family 
[was] threatened in a very direct way,” Moors says. 
“The perspective of family seemed the right direc-
tion. I didn’t want an angry image—I wanted some-
thing gentle, yet resolute in the face of adversity.”

There are many origins to Moors’ creative inspi-
ration, “but the source by which I’m being constantly 
surprised is folk art,” he notes. “For the most part 
it’s brutally individual and uniquely expressive. Folk 
artists sidestep association with any genre. They’re a 
wonderfully liberated landscape of raw talent, unin-
hibited by convention or expectation. It’s inspiring to 
see the honest application of creativity.” 

When choosing color, Moors uses his instincts: 
“I trust that whatever transpires colorwise naturally 
will be what is necessary.” His flag image evokes the 
folk art touch he finds inspiring, as well as a natural 
evolution of colors. Using Photoshop with a Wacom 
tablet, Moors creates the line work in one layer, then 
plays with color, using many layers to keep each 
color apart for separate manipulation. 

“I believe in personal responsibility rather than 
the term patriotism,” Moors concludes. “There are 
many things people can be proud of collectively as a 
nation. This image is a reaction to the human conse-
quences of aggression, which can speak to citizens of 
any nation.” g

COLOR ON CALL 
Trouble-Free Palettes

PANTONE
187

C0
M100
Y79
K20

PANTONE
286

C100
M66
Y0
K2

PANTONE
Warm Gray 1

C0
M2
Y3
K6

PANTONE
122

C0
M17
Y80
K0

PANTONE
1255

C0
M27
Y100
K34
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R58 G81 B154R160 G0 B47

R41 G65 B113R167 G142 B22

R208 G227 B247R102 G133 B38

R192 G0 B72R240 G216 B87

R242 G239 B235R77 G158 B220

PANTONE
541

C100
M57
Y0
K38

PANTONE
576

C49
M0

Y100
K39

PANTONE
2995

C90
M11
Y0
K0

PANTONE
199

C0
M100
Y62
K0

PANTONE
290

C25
M2
Y0
K0

HEX 3A519AHEX A0002F

HEX 294171HEX A78E16

HEX D0E3F7HEX 668526

HEX C00048HEX F0D857

HEX F2EFEBHEX 4D9EDC

Fonts
There are myriad pat-
riotic fonts available: 
The United States font
(liberty) brings U.S. 
currency to mind, and 
Bodie MF (freedom) is 
celebratory; both are 
free at www.fontface.
com. Century School-
book (justice) is sim-
ple, Ovidius (honor) 
evokes a Constitution 
theme, and Interstate 
(glory) is bold; these 
are at www.fonts.com.

Images
Solidify your theme 
with imagery of moun-
tains, plains, rolling 
hills, grain, U.S. cur-
rency and presidents, 
government buildings, 
and monuments.
Image 22133653, 
Creatas, www.
picturequest.com

Symbols
Flags, fi reworks, apple
pie, scales of justice,
bald eagle, the Bill of
Rights, Constitution,
Statue of Liberty, and 
the Liberty Bell carry 
a patriotic theme. 
Image 050C0403LL,
liquidlibrary, www.
liquidlibrary.com

Pattern
Just about anything 
with a red, white, and 
blue color scheme 
(stars and stripes, 
fi reworks) will do. 
Image 046C0403LL, 
liquidlibrary, www.
liquidlibrary.com
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Creating posters for causes can bring out the best in 
designers—where their skills serve their hearts.

Posters 
Message

with a

Posters have been used to promote products from 
shoes to soap to typewriters to tires. They have been 
employed in the service of war, peace, and propa-
ganda, as well as theater and musical performance. 
Today, we can view posters for current movies, along 
with bus shelter and billboard posters. Posters are 
an expression of economic, social, and cultural life, 
competing for our attention in the cluttered urban 
landscapes of modern life.

Graphic designers are in a unique position to 
spread messages to the masses, and posters are often 
their medium of choice. CalArts faculty member 
and graphic designer Caryn Aono says, “I recall 
Tibor Kalman saying many years ago that the poster 
was the most desirable format designers liked to 
work in—big, multiples, though not sequential like 
a book, and maximum impact—but it is a format 
designers rarely get to work in.”

Love affair
Designers seem to make posters because they love 
them—in the face of many other options, including 
online, broadcast, and other print vehicles—for dis-
seminating their messages. Michal Johnson, creative 
director of the London-based design firm Johnson 

by Terry Lee Stone

Banks agrees. “I’ve thought for a while that the call 
for posters has been declining. We still do quite 
a few, but then, I’ve always loved posters and will 
do almost anything to make sure that posters are 
included in a project.”

In the service of causes, posters can be compel-
ling advocates. Placed in public environments, post-
ers can be very effective in speaking directly to lots of 
people. High-impact graphics, usually with a single 
metaphorical image coupled with minimal type, tend 
to stop passersby and draw them into the world of 
a particular cause. Most poster designers admit that 
it is not enough to do a great job on the creative; a 
poster must be placed well to fully do its work.

Location, location
In Europe, there are more official placement loca-
tions, with standardized sizes, to accommodate and 
even encourage the display of posters. In the U.S. 
we tend to associate posters with big cities like New 
York, where pedestrian traffic allows for visibility 
and effective urban communication. Major U.S. cit-
ies are often settings for guerilla-style wild postings, 
usually illegal postering on construction barricades, 
traffic light switching boxes, and telephone poles.

Recommended 
resources:
Graphic Design: A 
Concise History, by 
Richard Hollis, $14.95, 
Thames & Hudson, 
www.thamesand
hudson.com

Posters: A Concise 
History, by John 
Barnicoat, $14.95, 
Thames & Hudson, 
www.thamesand
hudson.com

Chinese Propaganda 
Posters: From the 
Collection of Michael 
Wolf, by Anchee Min 
et al, $39.99, Taschen, 
www.taschen.com
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http://www.dynamicgraphics.com/dgm
http://www.dynamicgraphics.com/dgm
http://www.stepinsidedesign.com
http://www.photoshopfix.com
http://www.dgusa.com/dgm
http://www.sbs-digitaldesign.com
http://www.sbs-digitaldesign.com
http://www.dgusa.com/dgm
http://www.stepinsidedesign.com
http://www.photoshopfix.com
http://ezsub.net/i/f.dll/main.sv.run?jt=n&p=si2&s=I05A2005
http://ezsub.net/i/f.dll/main.sv.run?jt=n&p=ph2&s=I05A2005
http://ezsub.net/i/f.dll/main.sv.run?jt=n&p=dg2&s=I05A2005
http://ezsub.net/i/f.dll/main.sv.run?jt=n&p=dd2&s=I05A2005
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AIGA’s Get Out the Vote posters for the 2004 U.S. presidential election were designed by members of local AIGA chapters, and the forum was mainly online. This 
series was part of AIGA’s Design for Democracy initiative encouraging greater participation in the American civic experience. Top: Jason E. Spencer-Brooks/AIGA 
Chicago, Steph Hooten/Washington, D.C., Brent M. Almond/Washington, D.C., Stephanie Aaron/New York. Middle: Betsy Martin/Washington, D.C., Adam Trautt/St. 
Louis, Ken Miracle/San Diego, Jon Resh/Chicago. Bottom: Stephen Doyle/New York, Jill Haas/Philadelphia, David Plunkert/Baltimore, Stephanie Aaron/New York.  
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As creative director Stephen Doyle of New 
York’s Doyle Partners says, “Posters are part of the 
social dialog of any civilized town.” Yet he concedes, 
“T-shirts are America’s alternative to the poster, espe-
cially to political posters. It is sad and it is tragic, but 
more and more Americans are big enough to have 
full-size posters mounted on their bodies.”

Despite their identification with print, posters 
are now often delivered online. AIGA’s recent “Get 
Out The Vote” series of posters for the 2004 U.S. 
presidential election was designed by members, each 
representing a local AIGA chapter. This venture 
found its forum mostly online. The website www.
anotherposterforpeace.org is another online public 
display, in this case for antiwar posters. Once again, 
advancing technology is affecting the art and delivery 
of posters. Interestingly, we find that the content is 
much the same as in the past.

A persistent medium
Be it in the physical or the online environment, 
posters can be very effective, and of course, offer
great visuals for public consumption. Los Angeles 
designer Riley Swift says the medium has staying 
power. “With so much media [out there] today, I 
think posters are a very relevant art form. Posters 
stand out as static statements in a culture of mov-
ing images … a minority that stands out against 
the majority, especially if they utilize a reproduction 
process besides four-color offset printing.”

Screenprinting can be used to great advantage in 
posters, particularly for designs with large blocks of 
rich color. Letterpress for smaller-format pieces lends 
a hand-hewn beauty to posters. Whatever the print-
ing method, the main goals for the poster designer 
remain visibility and clarity. Attention must be given 
to refining the message to the simplest and most 
elemental visual expression of the idea—single image, 
few words, and high impact colors still work best.

Posters are mirrors and visual records of our cul-
ture. Los Angeles designer Victoria Lam sums it up 
when she says, “It may be one of the few democratic 
forums left.” Beyond their many noble roles, posters 
are simply beautiful and collectible objects. g

Terry Lee Stone (terry@terryleestone.com) is 
a design management consultant and writer/
educator based in Los Angeles. She is co-
author of the Logo Design Workbook with 
Sean Adams and Noreen Morioka, and is now 
at work on the second AdamsMorioka book 
in this Rockport Publishers’ series, The Color 
Workbook. This summer she will begin leading 
a series of workshops in Chicago, Washington, 
D.C., and San Francisco for Dynamic Graphics 
Training called “Logo Design Workshop: 
Process, Systems, and Inspiration.”

Brand Integration Group (BIG) created the “What’s Your Anti-
Drug?” campaign idea in 2002. These posters were placed in 
schools and cinemas around the country to encourage kids 
to stay off drugs by exploring other activities like sports, the 
arts, and family. www.whatsyourantidrug.com 
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Genesis: Posters 
Then to Now

It might be argued 
that graphic design 
began with posters at 
the turn of the 20th 
century. Lithographic 
printing techniques 
advanced to integrate 
artistic and industrial 
production, and the 
modern poster was 
born. Since that time, 
the history of the 
poster parallels that 
of art history itself. 
Each movement from 
Art Nouveau to De 
Stijl to Modernism and 
beyond is well repre-
sented in poster art.

A review of leading 
poster artists reveals 
a wealth of inspira-
tion and ideas. The 
work of Jules Chéret, 
Henri de Toulouse-
Lautrec, Charles 
Rennie Mackintosh, 
Lucien Bernhard, 
Alexander Rodchenko, 
El Lissitzky, Josef 
Muller-Brockman, 
Lester Beal, Wolfgang 
Weingart, and Neville 
Brody are sure to 
amaze and delight. 
Looking at bodies 
of work from the 
Vienna Werkstatte, 
the Bauhaus, and the 
psychedelic era of San 
Francisco in the ’60s 
are all ways to see the 
poster in action.

Posters belong to a 
category of design 
where image and 
typography need to 
be especially econom-
ical and connected 
in the presentation 
of a single message. 
Posters still work best 
when they are clear, 
attention-grabbing, 
and memorable.

These four antiwar posters are available 
through www.anotherposterforpeace.org. The 
site provides a worldwide community service 
by making copyright-free posters available 
for downloading. Designers are given a forum 
for expressing their views and beliefs through 
their posters. Top: James Victore, Seymour 
Chwast. Bottom: both by Marty Neumeier.
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“I think the inclination to 
make posters is stronger 
within a local environment,” 
says Los Angeles designer 
Victoria Lam of posters she 
and Emily Morishita produced 
from their design studio 
Too Heads. “The smaller 
the community, the more 
impact a poster may have. 
This may not be true with 
billboards and advertising, 
but it is precisely this infl ux 
of advertising that can make 
people shy away from even 
bothering with the everyday, 
public sphere. There is so 
much to compete with and 
people’s attention spans only 
seem to be shortening by the 
day.” These posters were cre-
ated for functions at CalArts. 
www.tooheads.com
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Fauxpas Grafi k designed this poster for the Swiss Homeland Protection, 
an agency that recognizes signifi cant historic preservation. The black-

and-white silkscreen over cream stock provides visual impact and a 
modern interpretation of the theme. www.fauxpas.ch

Great Posters on the Web
Posters from past to present are 
a prime source of inspiration for 
designers, no matter the cause.

Old propaganda posters:
http://homepage.mac.com/leperous/
PhotoAlbum1.html

World War II posters at North-
western University:
www.library.northwestern.edu/
govpub/collections/wwii-posters/

WPA posters:
memory.loc.gov/ammem/wpaposters/
wpahome.html

U.S. persuasion posters 
(including Uncle Sam):
www.archives.gov/exhibit_hall/
powers_of_persuasion/powers_of_
persuasion_home.html

Victory posters:
americanhistory.si.edu/victory/

Nazi propaganda posters:
www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/
posters2.htm

Visual culture and public health:
www.nlm.nih.gov/exhibition/
visualculture/vchome.html

Chinese propaganda posters:
http://www.iisg.nl/~landsberger/

Old fi lm posters:
www.fi lmsite.org/posters.html

Posters for X-rated fi lms of the 
’60s & ’70s:
www.xratedcollection.com/gallery/
xrated/adult-movie-posters-
gallery.htm

Russian posters:
www.internationalposter.com/
ru-text.cfm

Russian posters—art for the masses:
www.funet.fi /pub/culture/russian/
html_pages/posters1.html

Gunnar Swanson’s Adversary poster was designed for an invita-
tional poster show curated by Kenneth Fitzgerald. The brief was 
to do something that transcended or worked outside the normal 

commercial relations of graphic design. High-impact graphics play 
with the ideas of universality, segmentation, and psychographics. 

www.gunnarswanson.com
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Two examples of posters 
created by Robbie Conal, 
a noted Los Angeles art-
ist/activist: Both posters 
promote peace, one with 
Martin Luther King’s image 
juxtaposed with the word 
dreaming, and the other en-
couraging peace between 
rival Los Angeles street 
gangs. Conal’s work can be 
seen across the United States 
since teams of guerrilla-style 
postering advocates take to 
the streets and spread his 
messages by affi xing posters 
in public places. Many post-
ers are available in limited 
editions for purchase as well. 
www.robbieconal.com 

Taking the Message to the 
Street: Guerrilla postering 
techniques for advocacy

Robbie Conal is a Los Angeles-based artist/
designer whose medium is the political poster. 
He teaches drawing at the University of 
Southern California, contributes to L.A.’s free 
newspaper The LA Weekly, and posts in cities 
across the U.S. He and his “glittery assistant 
Boom Boom” offer this advice for postering 
to any designer who wishes to bring advocacy 
posters to the public:

Guerrilla Etiquette + Postering Techniques
What We Want
1. Mass distribution of our message. The most di-
rect form of unmediated expression available—
cheap—to underfolks like us. 

2. Counter-infotainment. A surprise for people on 
their way to work in the morning. Critical ideas 
where people least expect them. To tickle the 
general public into thinking along with us about 
issues we think are important to the health of 
American democracy.

3. Empowerment to take direct cooperative action on 
an issue that concerns us. For the general public 
who feel they have no avenues of resistance 
to the dominant power structure, no commu-
nity support system, no ability to change their 
situation. To change apathy and cynicism to 
optimism.

What We Don’t Want 
1. Don’t get arrested! Be polite to everyone on the 
streets at night. Especially the police! Going 
to jail could ruin your evening. If you’re has-
sling with the cops, you’re not distributing your 
message. Do what they tell you. They’ll ask you 
what you’re doing. Tell them it’s an “art proj-
ect”—nothing else. If they want you to stop, 
take the posters down and leave quietly.

2. Don’t alienate our audience. This includes mer-
chants, private property owners, and people 
on the streets. Don’t poster on store windows, 
walls, surfaces. Don’t poster on city, church, or 
federal property. Discuss the poster and the 
issues with pedestrians if they ask, but don’t 
talk too long and don’t argue. If people want a 
poster, give them one. They’re our audience—
our people. Treat ’em right!

Source: www.robbieconal.com/guerrilla.html
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Design organizations foster the art of the poster. This one was created by the creative agency 88 Phases for an AIGA Los Angeles 
event called Typographic Evolution. The designers used imagery that speaks to the passing of time (e.g. spring clocks) as well as 
changes in the way typography is developed and used (the exploding keyboard), while inviting attendance at the lecture. Posters 
created for design audiences are usually rewarding because connecting with this visually sophisticated group of peers is fun, as 
well as a challenge to achieve excellence. www.88phases.com
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Binding is the fi nal stage of the print production 
process. Done right, it’s icing on the cake. But if 
not carefully planned and carried out, it can be a 
budget buster and deadline derailer.

For the most part, the fastener that holds the 
pages of a book or brochure together is utilitarian. 
Binding—whether stitched, glued, mechanical, or 
some hybrid—keeps everything organized. But bind-
ing can also be a design element in its own right. It 
can attract attention, enhance a printed product, and 
even underscore a point. When it’s well executed, 
creative finishing and binding is its own art form.

The secret to using a unique binding process is 
to not let the binding overpower the piece. We’ve all 
seen overdone invitations, booklets, and even annual 
reports where an impractical binding technique 
includes a sharp or unreasonable object, or makes 
the pages hard to open or to read. The best unusual 
bindings are those where the finishing method seems 
like it was planned in tandem with the rest of the 
design, not added on as an afterthought.

by Sheree Clark

Binding
steps to

innovative

Follow these steps to finish with style.

New Year’s greeting
Reminiscent of a time 
when useful informa-
tion was transmitted 
on a matchbook cover, 
this 3 x 3 1/2 -inch pro-
motional piece from 
Crosby Associates 
(www.crosbyasso
ciates.com) is actu-
ally a notepad within 
a wrapround folder.
Just as on a real 
matchbook, the piece 
is held in place with a 
single staple, set back 
enough to allow the 
“cover” to be slipped 
beneath the fold.
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An additional trick of the trade is to know your 
intended outcome and to work strategically to make 
your vision a reality. This requires advance planning, 
and in some cases, research.

Step 1: Decide what is important.
Some printed items absolutely must be designed to 
lie flat, while for others it’s more important to grab
initial attention. Some items need to be easily up-
dated, while others have a very short shelf life. Be 
thoughtful about how the fi nishing and binding 
can affect the usability of your publication.

Step 2: Make a full-size dummy.
A mock-up of any printed piece is helpful in
trouble-shooting and heading off potential prob-
lems, but when an unusual binding method is 
added into the mix, a working model becomes es-
sential. In addition to allowing you to see possible 
problem areas, a dummy may also inspire you to 
look at different ways of executing your idea. You 
may fi nd yourself modifying and improving upon 
your concept as you examine it in a physical form.

Step 3: Share the dummy with your entire pro-
duction team.
After you’ve satisfi ed yourself that the design is 
workable, make sure it can be produced within your 
time frame and budget constraints. The best way 
to assess this is to show not only the printer, but 
also—if the fi nishing work is being done by a third 
party and not in-house by your print vendor—the 
trade bindery’s staff. Making a dummy will help 
you determine whether your idea will translate well 
in the actual production phase, as well as facilitate 
understanding among the members of the produc-
tion team.

Step 4: Match the method with the quantity.
On small print runs—typically 1,000 or less—it
is feasible to specify a variety of unique or labor-
intensive fi nishing processes. As the quantity in-
creases, however, the practicality of using involved 
collating and binding methods diminishes. Seek 
advice from the professionals you’ve chosen to work 
with. Ask if some of the processes you’ve envisioned 
can be modifi ed slightly so more work can be done 
in-line rather than by hand.

BINDING CAN ATTRACT ATTENTION, ENHANCE A PRINTED PRODUCT, AND

EVEN UNDERSCORE A POINT. WHEN IT’S WELL EXECUTED,  

CREATIVE FINISHING AND BINDING IS ITS OWN ART FORM.

159

157 569

7403

270

3115

Our adaptation of 
the palette used on 
Crosby’s piece main-
tains its bright but 
soothing tones—as 
well-suited to bright-
ening spring spirits as 
it is to the holidays.

358

2728

Art director Bart 
Crosby explains that 
the concept “just kind 
of evolved. It started 
with the inside design, 
then the cover, but it 
seemed a shame to 
have only a greeting 
card as the result. The 
matchbook idea hap-
pened when I was at a 
wedding where there 
was a bowl of match-
books near the door.”

The front fl ap of the 
piece, which is plain 
white except for a 
Crosby Associates 
logo, opens to reveal 
an array of colorful 
squares that spell out 
the holiday message.

The contrast of the 
stark front cover to 
the multicolored inte-
rior is engaging, but 
perhaps even more so 
is the striker pad on 
the reverse side, which 
has been printed to 
look “used.”
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A diecut arrow in 
the corrugated mate-
rial surrounds type 
that tells the recipi-
ent “It’s Your Move,” 
while reinforcing the 
industrial/warehouse 
look of the mailing.

Designed to promote 
the city’s warehousing 
and distribution attri-
butes, the brochure 
has a corrugated card-
board cover bound 
with bolts, washers, 
and wing nuts. 

Warehouse appeal
Using actual items 
characteristic of a 
client’s industry is a 
trademark of designer 
John Sayles (www.
saylesdesign.com), 
who created this bro-
chure for the Greater 
Des Moines Chamber 
of Commerce. 

Each spread features 
a colorful label with a 
different warehousing 
message—from “Do 
Not Double Stack” to 
“Made in U.S.A.” 

A perforated reply 
card is also included. 
When mailed, the 
piece was held closed 
with box tape marked 
“Do Not Inventory.” 

Manila shipping tags 
are tipped in, featur-
ing testimonials from 
various distribution 
company executives.

Sayles chose materials 
like labels and ship-
ping tags for the proj-
ect because they’re 
used in actual ware-
housing operations; 
corrugated cardboard 
and manila tagboard 
are commonly found 
in the heavy-duty set-
tings of warehouse 
and distribution. “The 
people who receive 
this mailing can relate 
because they see 
these materials every 
day,” he says.
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Step 5: Think about mailing and handling.
If the product you’ve designed will be going through 
the mail, it is essential to test it for durability. By 
reviewing a prototype of the mailing, you’ll also be 
able to discover if your proposed design will cause 
you or your client to incur handling charges from 
your fulfi llment or mailing house.

Step 6: Consider storage and transit.
Often an unusual binding will add bulk to the fi n-
ished product. The printed matter may simply take 
up more room, and thus require special cartons or 
handling. If the materials are going to be shipped, 
it’s a good idea to plan the packing and transit 
method ahead of time to avoid delays and cost over-
runs. Be specific about your expectations for ship-
ping. Materials should be tightly packed to prevent 
sliding and scratching.

Step 7: Account for spoilage.
In any printing project, there is spoilage or waste. 
Typically, the printer will figure this into the bid 
and order sufficient materials to account for inevi-
table waste. The greater the number of processes—
and especially the more suppliers involved—the 
greater the spoilage factor will be. Be sure to discuss 
with the bindery and others involved in the fi nal 
phases of your project how much shrinkage will 
typically occur in a project such as yours.

Mistakes made at any point in the printing pro-
cess are disappointing, but errors in the finishing and 
binding phase can be disastrous. A project that has 
been beautifully designed and printed can be ruined 
by a short trim or crooked fold. For that reason, it is 
imperative to take bindery requirements into account 
while the project is being planned. A little extra effort 
can ensure a final product that exhibits harmony 
among all aspects of design. g

The wraparound cover 
allowed Groves to use 
grommets, and also 
permitted the piece to 
have an odd number 
of pages, preferable to 
“being bound—no pun 
intended—to a four-
page multiple inside 
the piece,” he says.

Accompanied by a 
business reply card 
and a new contact 
information card, the 
announcement mailed 
neatly in a standard
A-7 envelope. www.
mauckgroves.com

Scoring on the front 
cover and inside 
pages allows the 4 1/2 
x 6 1/4-inch booklet to 
open easily, although 
not enough for it to lie 
entirely fl at. Because 
printing appears only 
on right-facing pages, 
this doesn’t create a 
readability issue.

Mauck-Groves merger 
For this announce-
ment of the merger 
of two design fi rms, 
designer Eric Groves 
says he chose a bind-
ing technique that 

complemented the 
creative nature of 
the fi rms and the 
piece itself. A tradi-
tional saddle-stitch 
approach would have 
been a letdown.
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7474 2562

The couple chose 
brown and pink for 
their wedding and 
wanted the designer 
to refl ect these casual 
colors in the invitation.

All-in-one invitation
Preparing a wedding 
invitation for a col-
league, Amy Schonlau 
of Emspace Group 
(www.emspacegroup.
com) sought a design 
that would include all 
event details into one 
user-friendly piece.

The brown wrap-
around cover opens 
to reveal a four-page 
booklet bound inside, 
a clever design that 
eliminates the need 
for some of the mul-
tiple inserts necessary 
in conventional wed-
ding invitations.

The invitation that 
Schonlau created 
merged traditional 
saddle stitching, 
diecutting, and a 
piece of ribbon tied
in a bow to hold it 
securely closed.

A “save the date” card 
features a tipped-on 
reminder magnet and 
a simple but appeal-
ing binding: Notches 
in the folded-over 
“spine” keep the pink 
rubber band in place. Schonlau found her 

inspiration in a piece 
of polka dot specialty 
ribbon with the colors 
chosen by her clients.
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Recommended 
resources:
Getting It Printed: 
How to Work With 
Printers and Graphic 
Imaging Services 
to Assure Quality, 
Stay on Schedule 
and Control Costs, 
by Eric Kenly and 
Mark Beach, $32.99, 
North Light Books, 
www.howdesign.com/
store/booksintro.asp

Graphic Designer’s 
Digital Printing and 
Prepress Handbook, 
by Constance Sidles,
$50, Rockport Pub-
lishers, www.rock
pub.com

A Guide to Graphic 
Print Production, by 
Kaj Johansson et al, 
$50, John Wiley & 
Sons, www.wiley.com

The Art of Book-
Binding: Its Rise and 
Progress, Including a 
Descriptive Account 
of the New York 
Book-Bindery, by 
Edward Walker and 
Paul S. Koda, $30, 
Oak Knoll Press, 
www.oakknoll.com

Basics Design: Format, 
by Gavin Ambrose and 
Paul Harris, $19.95, 
AVA Publishing, www.
avabooks.ch

In this case, the Z-
style cover effectively 
reinforces the idea 
of two separate and 
distinctive—though 
complementary—
sections of the book.

Systematic/Subjec-
tive Colour Selection
In bookbinding, 
one of the oldest 
compound binding 
methods is called 
the “dos-à-dos.” 
This is a format—not, 
properly speaking, 
a binding—in which 
two separately sewn 
texts share a back 
cover. Applying the 
technique to this book 
by Andrew Bellamy 
expresses its two 
closely linked per-
spectives on color.
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the

families

Improve your print 
project planning by 

understanding folding 
classes and terms.

by Trish Witkowski

© 2005 by PaperSpecs, the fi rst all-in-one online swatchbook 
specifi cally developed for creative professionals, featuring 
more than 3,500 papers from over 65 mills. For a free weekly 
e-newsletter, log on to www.paperspecs.com.

Folding has always been an elusive beast—an area 
of the printing industry seldom documented, with a 
technical language that varies as much as the subject 
it describes.

It bothered me. It really bothered me. Every 
other area of the industry has been well documented, 
but folding was a mystery. So I set out to fix that.

I wanted answers to questions I’d had through-
out my career, such as “How many folding styles are 
there, and what should I call them?” and “What size 
should I make the panels of the brochure?” It was a 
six-year journey, longer and more challenging than I 
had ever imagined. But in the end, I had something. 
A system—a standard.

To build and document this standard, I had 
to start from scratch, searching for folding samples, 
imposition guides, and folding equipment manuals. 
I became a regular in sample rooms at printing com-
panies and binderies. I even put friends and family 
members on 24-hour fold watch. Most importantly, I 
talked to a lot of people. I interviewed printers, print 
buyers, printing salespeople, binders, and designers. 
And out of my research came a reference called Fold:
The Professional’s Guide to Folding.

I discovered, among many other interesting 
things, that there are distinct characteristics that 
allow every folding style to be classified into one of 
eight folding families:

• Accordions  • Maps
• Basics  • Parallels
• Exotics  • Posters
• Gates  • Rolls

To be able to properly identify brochure folds, 
it’s important to understand what to look for. To aid 
in this process, following is a brief overview of the 
eight folding families. g

Trish Witkowski (trish@foldfactory.com              ) is the 
president of Finishing Experts Group, Inc., and 
a creative director for BMWW, a marketing 
and communications fi rm in Baltimore.

Get the book
DG readers who buy 
the book Fold: The 
Professional’s Guide 
to Folding ($145, Fin-
ishing Experts Group, 
Inc.) will receive a 
free six-month mem-
bership to www.fold
factory.com, an online 
custom template cre-
ator. Members can 
choose from over 170 
folding styles in down-
loadable QuarkXPress 
or InDesign templates, 
fully compensated 
for folding with fold 
marks in place. To 
order, go to www.
expertsinfi nishing.com. 
At checkout, enter 
“Dynamic Graphics” in 
the fi eld “How did you 
hear about us?” 
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Accordions

The accordion family is one of the largest folding 
families, boasting almost 50 varieties. Accordions 
are also some of the most common folding styles 
used in brochure folding. The key characteristic 
of accordion folds is the “zigzag” back-and-forth 
nature of the panels.

Accordions are an excellent choice for a variety 
of applications, but are notoriously problematic 
during auto-insertion into envelopes. This style of 
folding offers flexibility, with the potential to add as 
many panels as the limitations of press and folding 
equipment can bear.

Basics

The basic folding family consists of some of the easi-
est and most common folding styles. Great for low 
budget or simple projects, these styles are perfect for 
invitations, newsletters, and brochures, and virtually 
guarantee stress-free production at almost any printer 
or bindery. The key characteristic of a basic fold is its 
overall simplicity. This near lack of character is what 
disqualifies these folding styles from the other fold-
ing families.

Almost all basic folds have a low level of diffi-
culty, with a standard set-up that allows machinery to 
run at its fastest speeds. Common basic folds are the 
letter fold, tent fold, and eight-page broadside.

Exotics

The exotic family is the most exciting of the bunch. 
Filled with unrelated specialty folds that challenge 
even the most creative mind, many of these styles 
require either the services of a specialty bindery or 
hand folding. The key characteristic of the exotics is 
the inability to identify strong ties to any one of the 
other folding families (or to other exotic folds), and 
a uniqueness of form.

And, yes, unique usually means expensive, al-
though there are some specialty binderies that can 
automate what would normally be done by hand. 
For best results with exotics, talk to your printer at 
the earliest concept stages.

Gates

Gatefolds are generally symmetrical, with two or 
more panels folding into the center from opposing 
sides. A gatefold requires an attachment on the fold-
ing machine to execute this style. Not every printer 
has a gatefold attachment in the shop, which may 
necessitate that they outsource the folding or hand 
fold the fi nal fold.

Gatefolds have a nice “reveal” factor, making 
them an attractive choice for mailers and marketing 
materials. For best results, talk to your printer at an 
early stage regarding the gap that will occur due to 
folding compensation allowances on the fold-in pan-
els. A gap that’s too wide can destroy the aesthetics of 
the piece.
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Maps

A cousin to the accordion family, map folds charac-
teristically have several accordion folds and are built 
in a tall format that opens into a large continuous 
layout, rather than spreads. This tall layout generally 
means it is folded in half, thirds, or even quarters.

Because of this, a map fold is described in “sto-
ries.” A map folded in half is a two-story map (two 
stories high), a map folded in thirds is a three-story 
map, and in quarters is a four-story map. Maps are 
limited to lighter-weight stocks and may require spe-
cial machinery configurations.

Don’t design a map fold without first discussing 
the project with your printer.

Parallels

The parallel folding family consists of dozens of 
styles with panels that stay parallel to each other. 
Parallel folds run the gamut from simple to com-
plicated and offer a variety of options suitable for 
almost any application.

Most of us are familiar with the well-known 
double parallel fold. Lesser-known siblings include 
the 10-page parallel and the triple parallel. These 
other styles are equally interesting options for bro-
chures and marketing pieces. Like map folds, paral-
lels can be quite difficult for the user to “put back 
together.” This is especially true of the more compli-
cated versions.

Posters

Poster folds are combination folds that are built to 
open out into a large poster format. The key charac-
teristic of poster folds is that they consist of at least 
two folds, with one serving as the base fold, and one 
as the fi nished fold. The base fold is the first folding 
style applied, then there’s a directional change and 
an additional fold (the fi nish fold) is applied. Base 
fold and fi nish fold can be the same or different; for 
example, an accordion into an accordion poster, or 
an accordion into a double parallel poster.

Poster folds are notorious for wrinkles in the 
corner joints and bulkiness. Because of this, they are 
limited to lighter-weight stocks. Talk to your printer!

Rolls

Roll folds consist of four or more panels that roll 
in on each other. The roll-in panels must get incre-
mentally smaller to be able to tuck into the respec-
tive panels, so be sure to adjust margins accordingly. 
One benefit of a roll fold is that it can have multiple 
panels, but will roll into a compact package.

When designing for a roll fold, be aware of the 
order in which information is presented. Try not to 
put crucial information on the roll-in panels—save 
the important material for the cover, inside left, and 
interior spread. This is because many people open 
roll folds very quickly to get to the inside, rather than 
slowly opening and reading each panel.

+
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Accordion Wrapped
Accordion

Accordion with
Outside Short Fold

Stepped
Accordion

4-Page
Standard

Letter Fold

Tent Fold8-Page Broadside
(or Signature)

Box Top

Triangle Fold

Iron Cross
Fold

Gate Fold

Double Gate

Open Gate

2-Story Map

3-Story Map

4-Story Map Double Parallel

Triple Parallel
Broadside

Double Parallel

10-Page Parallel

Double Parallel into
Accordion Poster Fold

step 1step 1

step 2

step 3

Roll Fold

Reverse
Roll Fold

Asymmetrical Roll

Vertical
Roll

1. Accordions 2. Basics

3. Exotics 4. Gates

5. Maps 6. Parallels

7. Posters 8. Rolls
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12 things

Cassie Hart (cahart@att.net) is a freelance writer 
specializing in marketing and promotional copy 
for businesses and organizations. She has also 
written for The Music Trades and the McGraw-Hill 
Companies. Cassie is an avid jazz fan, performs 
on saxophone in the Midwest, and is a contributor 
to AllAboutJazz.com. Visit her website at www.
cassiehartwriter.com.
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:

by Cassie Hart

Essential tactics to assure 
environmental responsibil-
ity in printing practices

Many of us make a conscious effort to practice environ-
mental responsibility. We haul old newspapers to local 
recycling centers. We use ink refi ll kits instead of buy-
ing new cartridges for our printers. And who doesn’t 
have at least one blue recycling bin wedged underneath 
the desk?

But is this enough? Noah Scalin, founder of ALR 
Design (www.alrdesign.com) doesn’t think so. “Social 
consciousness isn’t just about making good paper and 
ink choices,” he says. “A lot more of it has to do with 
how work is produced.” For designers, this means keep-
ing the environment in mind when planning projects. 
The following guide to “more green” offers 12 ways to 
incorporate environmental awareness into your work.

you need 
to know
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1. Learn the lingo.
You’ll need to be familiar with industry jargon to 
appropriately select environmentally friendly papers. 
Here are a few terms you’ll often see: 
•  Virgin fi ber—100-percent “pure” fi ber from an 

original source
•  Post-consumer content—Waste recovered from 

consumers and recycled
•  VOCs—Volatile organic compounds (such as 

occur in petroleum-based printing ink)
• PCF—Processed chlorine-free
• TCF—Totally chlorine-free
• ECF—Elemental chlorine-free

2. Preserve and conserve.
The Recycled Products Cooperative estimates that 
over 100 million trees are cut each year to supply 
fi ber for writing and printing papers in the United 
States. This is not only detrimental to forests, but to 
air quality and water reserves as well.

One way to preserve resources is to purchase 
recycled paper with high levels of post-consumer 
content. Using recycled paper saves landfill space and 
minimizes water and energy consumption. Check 
recycling symbols to see what percentage of recycled 
fiber was used during the manufacturing process. 

3. Think about ink.
Do you know how your printer disposes of unused 
ink? If you’re unsure, ask. Petroleum-based inks 
leach VOCs—which cause cancer and birth 
defects—into the soil when printed papers end 
up in landfi lls. These toxins can also be released 
into the air as fresh inks dry.

Soy ink is an excellent alternative to petroleum-
based inks. Soy ink uses soybean oil that’s naturally 
low in VOCs. This smart substitute is sustainable, 
efficient, and cost-competitive. Many newspapers, 
magazines (including this one), and other materials 
are now printed with soy ink.

4. Do it digitally.
Digital printing is a responsible choice because an 
exact number of copies can be produced, elimi-
nating excess paper and ink usage. Greg Barber 
(www.gregbarberco.com), an environmentally 
oriented paper and printing specialist, also recom-
mends digital printing for economic reasons: Digital 
is ideal for short-run, four-color work for business 
cards, stationery, promotional pieces, and most print 
work that is less than 1,000 sheets of 14 x 20 inches. 

This printing method even has advantages 
over soy inks. While soy is comprised of 86-percent 
oil—which isn’t biodegradable—digital printing uses 
100-percent nontoxic toner. Toner-based inks also 
produce less chemical waste.

Compostmodern
In 2004 the San Fran-
cisco AIGA chapters,
the Industrial Design-
ers Society of America 
(IDSA), and the Cali-
fornia College of the
Arts industrial design
program hosted the 
fi rst-ever Compost-
modern conference. 
Over 300 graphic 
and industrial design-
ers attended, and 17 
speakers discussed 
the practice of envi-
ronmentally respon-
sible production. 

Smart move
Trim waste from the 
programs was con-
verted into notepads 
and distributed to 
conference attendees.

The conference’s 
self-mailer program 
(above) by Anderson 
Lithograph was pro-
duced on an eight-
color UV press and 
printed on a single 

press form. The pro-
grams were printed 
on New Leaf Opaque 
#50 smooth text pa-
per produced with 
80-percent post-
consumer waste. 
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5. Consider alternative papers.
Move over, pulp-based paper. A number of alterna-
tives to traditional papers are now available, and 
Barber recommends several “tree-free” varieties, 
such as Denim Blues (100-percent reclaimed blue 
jean cotton), and synthetic papers by Yupo because 
of their environmental attributes and durability.

For certain projects, Barber suggests papers 
made from Kenaf and hemp, and a newer paper 
called TerraSkin, which is made from ground stone. 
“TerraSkin is almost as strong as [synthetic] FedEx 
envelopes and it prints like a coated sheet,” he says. 
It also uses less ink, and is nontoxic and waterproof.

6. Choose better bleaching solutions.
Brighter, whiter papers are created by various 
bleaching processes. It’s a good idea to have a basic 
understanding of how manufacturers process their 
products so that you can select the best, most envi-
ronmentally friendly papers for your projects.

Elemental chlorine was once extensively used 
to brighten paper products, but now chlorine dioxide 
(used in swimming pools) is a common substitute. 
This process yields ECF papers. Although chlorine 
compounds are safer than pure chlorine, some pollu-
tion still results. Better choices include PCF and TCF 
bleaching, which substitute oxygen-based compounds 
for chlorine compounds. Only the recycled portion 
of a recycled sheet has been bleached with PCF. 
Fewer TCF papers are available today because most 
papers contain some recycled content—TCF relates 
only to 100-percent virgin papers.

CD case diagram
Follow this example 
for making CD pack-
aging that holds 
together without the 
use of glue. This dia-
gram can also be used 
to make a mini folder 
for projects that 
include loose papers.

Go glueless
A CD package used 
as a promotional piece 
for Target Margin The-
ater folds together 
neatly, eliminating the 
need for glue prod-
ucts. The sturdy pack-
aging is made from 
recycled chipboard.
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Only products deemed acceptable by the 
Chlorine Free Products Association are granted PCF 
and TCF emblems. Look for the symbols (see page 
57) when purchasing recycled paper.

7. Educate your clients.
Many companies today are concerned with pro-
ducing print materials and packaging made with 
sustainable resources. IBM, Coca-Cola, and Mc-
Donald’s are just a few major businesses making an 
effort to publish shareholder reports on 100-percent 
recycled post-consumer content. But not all clients 
are familiar with “green” design and printing pro-
cesses. You may fi nd that you need to act as an eco-
friendly project advisor. 

8. Practice what you preach.
Set a good example to convince others to follow 
your lead. Consider incorporating these methods:
•  Conserve ink use by determining whether print 

projects need to be full color. Could a two-color 
design suffice instead? 

•  Maximize ink staying power by substituting a 
Pantone color for metallic inks, which tend to 
degrade. (This reduces VOC emissions, too.)

•  Avoid wasting paper by designing to standard 
press sheet sizes (e.g., 23 x 35, 25 x 38, 26 x 40, 
28 x 40). If a job is large enough, your printer can 
order a special sheet size from the mill. Since paper 
is sold by the pound, this approach can also save 
your client money.

9. Offset cost with creativity.
Some environmentally friendly products may be a 
bit more expensive. It’s important, however, not to 
view pricing issues as constraints. Instead, think 
creatively to help balance benefits with costs.

Design multifunctional projects—e.g., self-
mailer/program combos—to economize when using 
more expensive paper. Also, combining projects 
whenever possible is wise; one idea is to print busi-
ness cards and postcards from the same recycled 
paper. In the long run your clients may save money, 
and they’ll also be honoring the environment.

10. Know industry standards.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
mandates that federal agencies must use uncoated 
printing and writing papers containing at least 
30-percent post-consumer content. Coated and 
commodity papers must contain a minimum of 
10 percent. Consider using these guidelines when 
selecting paper for your projects, too.

Become familiar with other industry-issued 
standards. Important stamps of approval include the 
emblems of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 

Tree-free options
Printer Greg Barber 
recommends using re-
cycled and synthetic 
papers, and he offers 
a variety of choices. 
Top: Denim Blues, 
a tree-free paper, is 
produced with 100-
percent recycled blue 
jean cotton. Barber 
recently printed 

business cards on it 
for environmentally 
conscious celebrity 
Leonardo DiCaprio’s 
foundation. Below: 
TerraSkin is a tree-
free, chlorine-free 
paper made from 
crushed rock. It’s 
highly durable and 
waterproof as well.
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Top 10:
Things you can
do in the offi ce 
to improve the 
environment

1. Conserve paper by 
printing in draft mode 
for draft copies and by 
printing two-sided.

2. Use nontoxic correc-
tion fl uid.

3. Stock break rooms 
with silverware and 
coffee mugs instead of 
paper/plastic items. 

4. Buy 100-percent 
unbleached and/or re-
usable coffee fi lters.

5. Donate old or 
unused offi ce equip-
ment to schools.

6. Use a screensaver 
whenever you’re away 
from your desk.

7. Buy recycled 
offi ce products (try 
www.greenhome.com).

8. Reuse one-sided 
internal offi ce forms 
for scratch paper and 
note taking.

9. Shake toner car-
tridges occasionally to 
redistribute contents.

10. Bike to work 
instead of driving.

Boundless choices
In the ’80s and ’90s, 
the movement for the 
design industry to 
“go green” surfaced, 
and many paper com-
panies began manu-
facturing products 
with post-consumer 
recycled content. 
Neenah Paper, Domtar 
Inc., Cascades Fine 
Papers Group, Rolland 
Inc., Scheufelen, and 
Monadnock Paper 
Mills, Inc. all offer 
smart paper choices 
for environmentally 
conscious printers 
and designers (top: 
uncoated samples; 
bottom: coated).
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Poster pride
These posters pro-
mote a series of plays 
by New Georges, 
a theater company 
dedicated to pro-
ducing plays writ-
ten exclusively by 
women. These colorful 
poster/mailer combos 
were created by ALR 
Design and printed by 
Greg Barber Company 
using soy-based inks 
and 30-percent post-
consumer waste recy-
cled papers.

Pleasing palettes
We couldn’t help 
but pull out these 
fabulously bold color 
combinations from the 
New Georges posters. 
Wow your audience 
by using them in your 
next project.

297 505

661 1645

129

278 218

462
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Double duty
Multiuse pieces are an 
ideal way to conserve 
paper and ink. This 
poster/fl yer combo 
for the Target Margin 
Theater folds into 
quarters and doubles 
as a postcard-sized 
self-mailer. It was cre-
ated by ALR Design 
and printed with 
soy-based inks on 
Cascades Evolution 
100-percent post-
consumer recycled 
waste paper.

Banding together
This postcard package 
functions as a promo-
tion for ALR Design. 
Nine cards were printed 
on a single sheet of 
paper, cut, and assem-
bled by hand. A simple 
paper band holds them 
together. This project 
highlights the effective-
ness of low-budget, 
environmentally con-
scious design and print-
ing practices. Paper
is Cascades Evolution 
100-percent post-
consumer waste.
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and Chlorine Free Product Association (CFPA). For 
these symbols to appear on products, they must meet 
specific standards determined by the International 
Standards Organization (ISO).

11. Evaluate projects individually.
The fi rst priority in design is to create an appealing, 
functional piece of work. “It’s imperative to do good 
design from an aesthetic standpoint,” Scalin says. 
But he also urges designers to consider options that 
will leave behind less waste. “Lots of what’s designed 
is thrown in the trash. Using recycled materials is 
necessary because so much is thrown away.” 

If a client won’t switch to paper with a higher 
percentage of post-consumer recycled content, try 
finding a way to reduce the number of pages used 
instead. You might also recommend different paper 
types for different sections. For example, some 
publications use high-quality coated paper for ad-
vertisements and uncoated paper with higher post-
consumer content for editorial sections.

12. Stay informed.
Being environmentally responsible means staying 
current with new products and practices. Check out 
the following to see what others are doing to help 
keep our quality of life at a premium:

Conservation technology
•  Waterless presses

Water washable inks eliminate VOCs from the 
printing process. www.waterless.org

•  Windmill energy 
This alternative energy source produces nonpollut-
ing, wind-generated energy to manufacture 100-
percent post-consumer paper. Mohawk Paper is a 
leader. www.mohawkpapers.com

Special interest groups
•  Compostmodern 

This conference premiered in 2004 and is aimed 
at environmentally conscious designers/artists. 
www.aigasf.org/compostmodern/compost.html 

•  Business for Social Responsibility
Annual conference where designers can meet, 
see, and hear from business leaders concerned 
with social responsibility issues. www.bsr.org/
bsrconferences/index.html

•  Graphic Alliance 
Join a community of socially conscious designers. 
www.graphicalliance.org

Making a commitment to practice environmentally 
responsible design can be challenging, but it’s do-
able and highly rewarding. Starting today will help 
ensure a healthier quality of life for tomorrow. g

Recommended 
resources:

Green Pages—Online 
directory of quality 
“green” businesses. 
www.greenpages.com

Forest Stewardship 
Council—Independent, 
not-for-profi t, non-
governmental organi-
zation that provides 
standard-setting, 
trademark assurance, 
and accreditation 
services for organi-
zations interested in 
responsible forestry. 
www.fsc.org.

Chlorine Free Products 
Association—Promotes 
total Chlorine Free 
policies, programs, 
and technologies. 
www.chlorinefree
products.org

National Soy Ink 
Information Center—
www.soyink.com

PaperSpecs—Vast 
paper resource for 
designers and the 
print industry, fea-
turing tips, forums,
and more. www.
paperspecs.com

Conservatree—Guide 
to recycling, paper 
options, and general 
paper trends. www.
conservatree.com

Sustainable Symbols
You can send a green 
message with these 
eco-friendly emblems.

The Forest Stewardship Council works 
with businesses and organizations to 
promote responsible forestry practices. 
Use of this trademark is restricted to 
those who comply with current stan-
dards and regulations.

The Soy Seal appears on many products
printed with soy inks. Its presence on 
your print projects announces that you 
are concerned about sustainability issues.

The Processed Chlorine Free symbol 
notates that no chlorine or chlorine 
compounds were used during the paper 
manufacturing process, and that paper 
choices contain at least 30-percent 
post-consumer content.
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Neil Young’s family saga 
grows naturally, with a 
book strongly connected 
to the environment.

Greendale tells the story, in spare, hypnotic music 
and images, of three generations of a family liv-
ing on the Pacific coast. It’s the latest multimedia 
project from rock legend Neil Young, who has so far 
told this environmentally themed tale in a CD, con-
cert tour, film, and now in book form.

Released in early 2004 to critical acclaim, the 
Greendale music CD introduced Young’s fans to the 
Green family, stubborn and iconoclastic, overcoming 
tragedy. The story culminates in the environmental 
activism of the youngest generation of Greens, and 
it’s the connection with nature that ultimately seems 
to embody the meaning of the characters’ lives.

Bringing Greendale to print
Making certain that print projects use environmen-
tally responsible processes and materials is more 
important to authors, artists, and designers than 
ever. When the project itself has an environmental 
theme, the call to action is doubly important.

The print component of Greendale clearly
demanded a treatment that could speak with author-
ity on the environment. Designed by longtime Young 
collaborator Gary Burden of R. Twerk & Co. (he 
also did classic LP covers for Crosby, Stills, and Nash; 
The Doors; The Eagles; Richard Pryor; and others) 
and graced with drawings and paintings by James 
Mazzeo, also a longstanding collaborator, the book 
posed multiple challenges to the production team 
who would bring it to life.

Advocates for sustainability
Ensuring that the book would be produced in a sus-
tainable manner began with Burden and fellow art 
director Jenice Heo. Their search for eco-friendly 
solutions led them to Gary Gonzales, project 
manager at Insync Media, a Southern California 
printing and digital imaging company with a long 
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Backgrounds
Much of the book’s 
presence comes 
from the background 
applied to each page. 
To create it, designer 
Gary Burden scanned 
a photograph of an 

old piece of paper, 
then embellished it in 
layers in Photoshop. 
Printing it in four col-
ors was tricky because 
any variations in color 
would be obvious.

Maps
Neil Young initially 
sketched maps as he 
was writing songs for 
the saga. Illustrator 
James Mazzeo did 
fi nished art, locating 
events from the songs.
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history of successful service to the entertainment, 
design, and advertising industries.

Burden was looking for the right paper and 
then some, Gonzales recalls. It helped that Insync is 
a “green” printer, using soy-based inks, with print-
ing operations that exceed even Southern California’s 
strict environmental standards.

Paper plaudits
Still, paper selection was critical. Burden and Young 
wanted stock with a look and feel to match up with 
the well-worn character of the Greendale project, 
and it had to be recycled, Gonzales says. The paper 
also had to be economical and readily available. 
Those requirements led to Domtar, Inc., whose 
paper operations have an exemplary record in mill 
operations and forest management.

Insync paper manager Jason Dodds suggested 
Domtar’s Feltweave Recycled White, citing its finish, 
printability, availability, price, and 30-percent post-
consumer content. Jennifer Shepherd, Domtar West 
Coast specification manager, and paper distributor 
Insource rep Jim Hicks pitched in. “They were look-
ing for a paper with the feel of an old, well-used 
book,” Shepherd says. “And it’s uncommon to find a 
high percentage of recycled content in a felt finish.”

Green light
Burden and Heo presented Young with book sam-
ples in Feltweave. He agreed that the paper felt right 
for the project. But the deal hadn’t gone down yet.

“The book had to be completed before the end 
of 2004, which put us on a very tight schedule,” 
Gonzales says. “And we needed a significant amount 
of paper—380,000 sheets.” Shepherd told Gonzales 
that not only would Domtar make the paper within 
the schedule’s parameters, it would be made in the 
optimal size for the planned book, minimizing waste.

Speed bumps
Gonzales describes the production of the book as 
uncommonly demanding. “With an uncoated paper 
and 100-percent coverage, we had to make sure we 
would have no scuffing, scratching, or offsetting. 
We were concerned we might have to use a varnish, 
which of course is petroleum-based.” Special hard-
tack, fast-drying soy inks were formulated in-house 
to minimize the threats. Tests on the paper indi-
cated the job was doable without varnish, but great 
care in the pressroom would be necessary. 

The design of the book also posed challenges. 
Each page, including 100-lb. cover stock for the soft-
cover edition, is printed full-bleed on both sides with 
a four-color gradient to create an antique, sun-faded 
appearance. Maintaining consistency in these back-
grounds was a hurdle; even minor fluctuations in tint 
values would be instantly visible.

Gonzales recalls with pride that he was present 
for all 46 press checks, which demanded undivided 
attention from Insync’s crew. Because there was 
considerable dry-back from the uncoated paper, the 
printer took densitometer readings of every page to 
ensure color consistency. Yet even with the technol-
ogy, experienced eyes for color had to make the final 
determinations. Finishing touches included securing 
a special color of thread—brown instead of the usual 
white or black—for the book’s Smyth-sewn binding.

Drum roll
Throughout the process, Young stayed on top of the 
project. “He asked lots of questions. He honestly 
wanted to know,” Gonzales says. And the final out-
come was most satisfying of all: “Neil personally 
told me he was extremely pleased.

“You know, I want to applaud people like Neil 
Young who go out of their way to promote environ-
mental sustainability. I wish more artists did that.” g

The Greendale saga
Greendale, the book, 
by Neil Young, $23.95 
softcover, $99.95 
hardcover, Sanctuary 
Publishing Limited

Book, CD, and DVD 
are all available at 
Amazon.com and from 
retailers far and wide. 
For commentary and 
clips on the Greendale 
project, go to www.
neilyoung.com.

Book credits
Words: Neil Young
Design: Gary Burden 
and Jenice Heo, 
R. Twerk & Co., 
www.rtwerk.com
Illustrations and art-
work: James Mazzeo
Paper: Domtar, Inc., 
www.domtar.com
Printing: Insync Media, 
www.insyncmedia.com

For more on Gary 
Burden’s legendary 
album art, get the 
DVD documentary 
Under the Covers, 
$19.99, featuring 
Burden and renowned 
photographer Henry 
Diltz; available at 
major retailers.
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The artist
Pen and ink drawings 
(top) by illustrator, 
painter, and longtime 
Young collaborator 
James Mazzeo help 
tell the story of the 
Green family gen-
erations. Young even 
worked a character 
based on Mazzeo 
into the story as Earl 
Green, who experi-
ences an epiphany 
and becomes inspired 
by events described 
in the songs. A num-
ber of Mazzeo’s own 
acrylic paintings (be-
low) appear in the 
book, represented as 
being in the fi ctional 
town’s gallery. In real 
life, Mazzeo was one 
of San Francisco’s pio-
neer creators of psy-
chedelic light shows.

“I WANT TO APPLAUD PEOPLE LIKE NEIL YOUNG WHO

GO OUT OF THEIR WAY TO PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY.

I WISH MORE ARTISTS DID THAT.”
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In-house designers invite outsiders 
to co-locate for success.

cohabit
by Michelle Taute
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creative 

It’s no secret that corporations send projects to 
outside designers. Even companies with in-house 
creative departments need to call in reinforcements, 
and those designers have to be in sync with house 
style. But managing vendors—and maintaining
branding guidelines—can be a burden. It’s a di-
lemma that led the Principal Financial Group to 
try a little creative problem solving. Principal’s solu-
tion: Inviting a group of external designers to work 
inside its Des Moines, Iowa, headquarters.

Making the move
Originally, Principal’s goal was to narrow the roster 
of firms the in-house Publishing Services depart-
ment worked with. The effort evolved with a firm 
called Innova Ideas & Services (www.innovaideas
andservices.com). “Innova had all the qualities we 
were looking for,” says Chery VanHouweling, man-
ager of Publishing Services/Document Services.

But Innova is based in Ames—35 miles from 
Des Moines—and Principal worried about that dis-
tance. In July 2003 Innova opened a satellite office at 
Principal on the same floor with in-house designers. 
Innova rents space and furniture from Principal but 
remains autonomous. Four designers and a project 
manager work on-site.

Division of labor
The arrangement went through a six-month test 
period, and those days didn’t pass without ruffled 
feathers. Bob Cunningham, a senior document

abitation
Far left: The Fun 
Zone is a work area 
at the headquar-
ters of the Principal 
Financial Group 
(www.principal.com). 
It’s an offbeat space 
where both in-house 
and outside Innova 
designers can get 
their creative juices 
fl owing. Funky red 
furniture, colorful 
walls, odd-shaped 
mirrors, and portable 
tables set the tone.

Near left: A confer-
ence room wall dou-
bles as a display space 
for current print work 
from Principal design-
ers and their creative 
partners from Innova 
Ideas & Services.

Michelle Taute 
(michelle@michelle
taute.com) is a free-
lance writer and 
editor in Cincinnati 
who specializes in 
design topics.

consultant at Principal, describes that as the “storm-
ing” phase. Meetings were held to address concerns 
and defi ne everyone’s role. “It’s not a competition,” 
says Dawn Budd, director of design services for 
Innova. “We’re not bidding for the same projects.
It took a while for everyone to realize that.”

In fact, who undertakes any one design project 
is largely defined by how that piece will be printed. 
In-house designers—roughly six people within 
Publishing Services—largely work on projects slated 
to be produced by Principal’s in-house, digital print 
facility. Innova takes on pieces requiring an outside 
printer. And as VanHouweling puts it, “They rely on 
each other to maintain the brand.”

Happily ever after
Advantages of this unique strategy cut both ways. 
Principal gets a creative resource with intimate 
brand knowledge. There’s also flexibility in design 
costs and quicker turnaround from on-site design-
ers. Innova handles a sizable chunk of work and 
enjoys opportunities to interact daily with a client.

While the two groups largely work on separate 
projects, there are opportunities for interaction and 
collaboration. Designers get together on a regular 
basis to update a live portfolio—a wall display of 
current work—that features a mix of projects along 
with the rationale for each piece. It’s one of the ways 
Principal breaks with the traditional corporate envi-
ronment and provides innovative resources for an 
innovative arrangement. g
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The Principal brand-
ing system is designed 
to convey a long list 
of descriptors: smart, 
savvy, focused, practi-
cal, hardworking, thor-
ough, experienced, 
and progressive. 
This Group Medical 
Insurance Marketing 
Guide was designed 
by on-site designers 
from Innova. Images 
are selected to refl ect 
the corporate iden-
tity, connect with the 
audience, and com-
municate the message 
of each piece. The 
key questions: “What 
kind of emotion does 
[the image] evoke, 
and how does that 
link to the product or 
service being commu-
nicated?” says Diane 
Van Wyngarden, 
Principal senior adver-
tising consultant, 
Corporate Relations.

The “10 Best” bro-
chure, also designed 
by Innova, maintains 
the Principal identity 
system with typog-
raphy, color, and 
image selection, as 
well as the use of 
arcs and photobars. 
“The general goal for 
print layouts is to use 
plain language, clean 
design, and thorough 
but crisp content,” 
Van Wyngarden says.
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Designers work with 
a texture library and 
a palette of 25 colors 
to add interest to lay-
outs and maintain a 
consistent feel. There 
are also guidelines 
for logo placement: 
the lower right-hand 
corner on the cover 
of every piece, as well 
as lower center on the 
back cover of multi-
page projects.

When used in color, 
Principal’s logo is in 
blue (PMS 294). It’s 
also used in black 
and reversed in white 
against dark back-
grounds, though the 
color version is pre-
ferred for consistency.

A style manual gives 
designers guidelines 
for creating pieces 
that will be printed 
on the company’s 
own digital printers. 
One hallmark of the 
Principal graphic look 
is the side arc shown 
here. It gives the vi-
sual system a global 
feel and unifi es a wide 
array of materials.

These fl yers were 
done by Principal’s 
in-house design team. 
Standard Principal 
fonts are Stone Sans 
and Sabon. “Stone 
Sans expresses a 
modern character. 
It’s representative 
of the progressive, 
savvy side of the 
Principal brand,” Van 
Wyngarden says. 
Sabon is a classic serif 
face. “Its traditional 
look projects the 
smart, practical, and 
confi dent persona 
that is Principal.”
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Reich Paper’s new CT 
Soft has a lush, supple 
quality that sets it apart 
from other translucent 
papers. An extension of 
Reich Paper’s CT (the 
evolution of Chartham 
Translucents) vellum line, 
CT Soft is slightly differ-
ent, with a surface that 
is tangibly softer. While 
natural translucents like 
CT have always been the 

“foldable” translucents, CT Soft’s special formu-
lation makes it even more fl exible, for increased 
foldability. 800.230.3674, www.reichpaper.com

French Paper Company this spring 
will launch the redesign of its most 
popular papers, beginning with new 
swatchbooks for its Speckletone and 
Dur-O-Tone lines. It will also begin a 
two-year advertising campaign fea-
turing collectible “Go French” play-
ing cards. The campaign includes a 
limited-time, promotional Jerry
French action fi gure available with 
any purchase. www.frenchpaper.com.

STOCK EXCHANGE |  Paper
DG Promotion

Paper Sources: A look at 
the latest promotions

Appleton Coated’s 
new comprehensive 
swatch system features 
14 Utopia grades with 
critical information 
that specifi ers need 
to make wise choices. 
The “Your Choice” sec-
tion includes the fi ve 
factors that should be 
considered when mak-
ing a paper choice 

and a discussion of the tradeoffs involved in 
selecting papers. In classic Utopia style, the 
system also includes a lighthearted view of 
the “passion for paper” experience, including 
a “touch-o-rama test” that sends you to your 
“happy paper place,” and the “paper I.Q. test” 
that instructs you to hold the paper up to your 
teeth to check out its brightness. The system 
wraps up with the “Selections” section, which 
demonstrates how all of the Utopia offerings 
print with a variety of applications, and signs 
off with a handy reference guide. 888.488.6742, 
www.appletoncoated.com
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Stora Enso’s new Centura, Productolith, and 
Fortune swatchbooks are now available. These 
are essential tools for designers, print produc-
tion managers, print buyers, and printers, and 
include all fi nishes and weights of Centura, 
Productolith, and Fortune including digital off-
set sizes. The swatchbooks include updated 
specifi cations for Productolith (91) brightness 
and Fortune (88) brightness specifi cations. The 
new brightness specifi cations for Productolith 
and Fortune represent gradual, subtle changes 
to Stora Enso’s optics that took place over time. 
These numbers now more accurately refl ect 
its product specifi cations for inventory cur-
rently in the fi eld and for future production. 
800.436.2635, www.storaenso.com/na

Fox River’s Evergreen has reinvented itself at 
an economical price. With improved brightness 
and selection, it’s compatible with just about 
any application. The surface enhancement on 
Evergreen’s 95B White, 100PC, and both whites 
in the 50/50 offering yields excellent ink hold-
out and reduced dot gain, resulting in sharper 
images with offset lithography. Fox River went 
up against the competition in a print perfor-
mance test and outperformed them in quality 
and performance. See for yourself with Fox 
River’s newest publication, entitled Evergreen: 
One Step Ahead, and its Evergreen swatchbook. 
800.994.5993, www.foxriverpaper.com

Neenah Paper’s latest brand revision, called 
Identity, combines the most popular whites in 
Classic Cotton and Classic Crest Papers into 
one unique and easy-to-use swatchbook. The 
featured business-oriented colors include Solar 
White, Avon Brilliant White, Recycled Bright 
White, Classic Natural White, and Classic Cream. 
The fi ve popular whites coordinate across writ-
ing, text, and cover weights, as well as matching 
envelopes, announcements, and label stock. The 
swatchbook also emphasizes several new items 
including unwatermarked papers, heavyweight 
writing papers, policy envelopes, square-fl ap 
envelopes, and pre-diecut, round corner papers. 
800.558.5061, www.neenahpaper.com 
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Weyerhaeuser unleashes a new microwebsite 
that allows users to explore Cougar and Lynx 
Opaque like never before. Take a walk on the 
wild side, and visit this new, interactive world of 
uncoated papers. The site provides tips, tech-
niques, and relative paper characteristics to 
ensure print and design success. Meet mascots 
“Dylan” Cougar and “Cuff” Lynx, whose inter-
action builds awareness of the brands while 
enticing designers and printers to release their 
unlimited creativity with each paper’s unique 
capability. The result is a valuable education 
about uncoated papers. Release the power of 
great ideas. www.cougaropaque.com, www.
lynxopaque.com. 

Mohawk Options with Inxwell, a patented 
technology unique to Mohawk, offers a wide 
range of premium paper choices. Key features 
of the new line include eight white shades, 
including three 100-percent PCW shades that 
are FSC-certifi ed, and three 30-percent PCW 
shades. All recycled items are made with wind 
power and are Green Seal-certifi ed. Rural 
Studio on Options provides an inside look 
at creative choices; Rural Studio, whose stu-
dents design innovative homes and buildings 
from cast-off materials, has been a success-
ful laboratory for sustainability. 888.673.3375, 
www.mohawkpaper.com

Wausau Paper announces two new product 
lines, Astrobrights and Exact Ice. Astrobrights’ 
print promotion, More, shows you how much 
more fun it is printing on Astrobrights and 
Astrobrights Textures. Exact Ice, a paper with 
great printability, high opacity, and a new 
95-brightness blue-white shade is specially 
engineered for offset printing and heavy ink 
coverage. Wausau also introduces a new site, 
www.wpprintingandwriting.com, where design-
ers can upload their Wausau Paper projects 
directly into a gallery to be showcased online. 
800.950.9762, www.wausaupaper.com

Smart Papers has updated its premium un-
coated Synergy line of recycled papers. It also 
now stocks FSC-certifi ed papers in white and 
natural colors made with 100-percent post-
consumer waste (PCW) fi bers. Additions in-
clude deep color cover weights in a variety of 
fi nishes, color duplexes, and lightweight sheets
for projects that need less weight and bulk. 
Smart Papers has acquired the text, cover, and 
commercial printing grades of Fraser Papers, 
including Synergy, Torchglow, Glacier, Brights, 
Pegasus, Passport, Outback, Magna Carta, and 
Genesis. 800.443.9773, www.smartpapers.com
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Jam Paper is always looking to keep its 
customers up to date with the newest, hip-
pest packaging products, so it has added a 
number of envelope styles, bags, and fold-
ers to its already extensive product line. 
New envelopes include black, lightweight, 
padded mailers, and neon, plastic button, 
and string envelopes. Metal handles, satin 
ribbon, and “fur” have been added to Jam’s 
bag line. Another addition is its plastic 
mini two-pocket folders. 800.801.0526, 
www.jampaper.com 

Monadnock Paper Mills 
introduces its Digital Papers 
Swatchbook, a collection 
of premium papers avail-
able in a wide variety of 
sizes, suitable for laser print-
ers, color copiers, and DI 
presses. Monadnock also 
announces the release of 
“Fashion,” its latest edition 
of Edge, a Journal of Ideas 
for the Graphic Arts. This 
piece features the images of 
renowned fashion photogra-

pher Uli Weber, and aims to demonstrate the 
importance of paper selection in multicolor, 
image-rich communications. With uncoated 
papers gaining favor among creative specifi ers, 
the fashion industry has embraced this trend as 
a means to differentiate brands. Monadnock’s 
papers offer tactility, superb print resolution, 
and consistency, providing specifi ers the con-
fi dence that brand objectives will be achieved. 
www.mpm.com

New Leaf Paper is the leading national supplier 
of environmentally responsible, economically 
sound paper. New Leaf’s goal is to provide 
paper with the greatest environmental ben-
efi t while also meeting the design and busi-
ness goals of its customers. 888.989.5323, 
www.newleafpaper.com
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Cascades Fine Papers Group Inc. is a Canadian 
leader in fi ne paper manufacturing, with a long-
standing reputation for craftsmanship. It is cur-
rently at the forefront of the recycled paper 
market, with the widest range of Canadian-
made alkaline papers. As an environmentally 
friendly company, Cascades produces fi ne 
papers that contain an average of 30-percent 
post-consumer fi ber: Rolland Enviro100 is a 
quality 100-percent post-consumer fi ber, pro-
cessed chlorine-free paper; New Life DP100 has 
taken yet another step to help save the envi-
ronment, increasing its post-consumer content 
from 80 percent to 100 percent; Cotton Paper 
is a laser-guaranteed premium paper available 
in 100-percent, 50-percent, and 25-percent 
cotton content, with or without watermarks, in 
several shades and fi nishes; and fi nally, dust off 
the pastels and acid wash because Rockland 
Colors are back. Jazzy and vibrant, these New 
Wavers come in three groups of 16 colors that 
are sure to feather your bangs and skinny your 
tie. 800.388.0882, www.cascades.com

ArjoWiggins: How do you stay curious? By 
being imaginative, open to new ideas, in love 
with the unexpected. From its inception, the 
Curious brand has been all about technical 
innovation married to—or at least on an inti-
mate footing with—passionate craftsmanship. 
As Curious continues to celebrate the pleasure 
of unusual printing surfaces, it’s proud to pres-
ent the Curious Collection: Fourth Phase, cre-
ated with designers in mind by ArjoWiggins, the 
world’s oldest, constantly changing papermaker. 
800.779.0872 , www.curiouspapers.com

Iggesund Paperboard, a 
leading manufacturer of 
high-end coated cover and 
paperboard for graphic and 
packaging end uses, offers 
Invercote in several virgin 
fi ber cover and paperboards. 
The running campaign, (de) 
Fine Paperboard, shows the 
uniqueness of Invercote, and 
is supported with a mer-
chant coaching program. 
Invercote’s unique construc-

tion provides high stiffness, a yield advantage, 
and prevents it from cracking when creased. 
Very high whiteness and excellent print results 
are the trademarks of the Invercote family, 
which encompasses the equal-sided, double-
coated Invercote Creato, also available glossy, 
and the triple-coated Invercote Albato. A new 
Invercote swatchbook targeted towards the U.S. 
market is now available. 888.229.0830, www.
iggesundpaperboard.com
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Yupo Corporation America invites you to vote 
for a Designer’s Choice Wally Award online. A 
panel of fi ve judges has selected three designs 
for Yupo’s Wally Awards—the winning entries 
best evidence creativity, originality, and func-
tionality in leveraging the unique attributes of 
Yupo synthetic paper. The judges 
nominated entries for a fourth 
Wally Award in the Designer’s 
Choice category. The winner 
will be chosen via votes regis-
tered online at www.yupo.com, 
and will be announced in the 
spring. www.yupo.com, www.
wallyaward.com

Domtar’s latest reference tool for designers, 
Domtar Answer Pack E: On Ink, shows how a 
little ink ingenuity can make design ideas dazzle 
on paper. This edition demonstrates ink com-
binations beyond standard CMYK that produce 
remarkable print pieces. Students and seasoned 
professionals alike can expand their print and 
paper knowledge with On Ink ’s tutorials, which 
demonstrate cost-effective, practical ways to 
use ink combinations to achieve dramatic print-
ing effects. Hexachrome, metallics, fl uorescents, 
ink sequences, squeezes, and density tricks, col-
ored and textured papers, and other advanced 
methods are displayed with individual produc-
tion cards. The fl ip sides of the cards narrate 
the saga of Emily and her “fi ntillating” friends. 
Emily’s colorful quest unfolds across an array 
of Domtar papers, including Domtar Feltweave, 
Domtar Nekoosa Linen, Domtar Solutions, 
Domtar Skytone, and Domtar Proterra. 
800.636.6827, www.domtar.com

M-real is a leading producer of coated fi ne 
paper and paperboard products sold in over 
100 countries. Vast operations in trees, pulp, 
paper, coating, converting, packaging, and 
logistics make M-real one of the most effi cient, 
cost-effective, and environmentally friendly 
paper producers. M-real’s new Zanders Ikono 
Showbook highlights its top 50 winning design 
entries from around the world, and M8 features 
Mega and Mega.XP, with a focus on the latest 
digital technology. 888.696.0800, www.
m-real.com

Fibermark announces Corvon Fiori, a collection 
of packaging materials created for the cosmet-
ics industry. The pastel color palette evokes 
freshness, elegance, and femininity. Crafted 
from latex-saturated paper, Fiori can be cus-
tomized with many visual effects and diverse 
textures, and is designed to create an emotional 
connection between cosmetics brands and 
consumers. Like all FiberMark products, Corvon 
Fiori is compatible with manufacturing and 
secondary processes including diecutting, post-
embossing, silkscreening, and foil stamping with 
superior results. Durable and strong, scuff and 
stain resistant, Fiori creates a lasting impression. 
802.257.5934, www.fi bermark.com
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CONNECTIONS
Reference and Interaction

Advertiser Page No.

48hourprint.com 20A&B 16

Big Brand Theory 13 10

Cascades Fine Papers Group 16A&B 12

Corel 1 2

Creatas 72 22

Comstock 2–3 3

Digital Vision 5 4

Dynamic Graphics Training 72 20

Ex’pression Center Inside back cover 23

Fonthead 18 14

Go Iguana 15 11

Jam Paper 72 19

liquidlibrary 72 21

Mohawk Inside front cover 1

Pantone 7 5

Photos.com Back cover 24

Photoshop Fix 24A&B, 73 25

Print Runner 26–27 18

Printing for Less 11 8

Publishing Perfection 25 17

SBS Digital Design 17 13

Stock Layouts 19 15

Stora Enso 12A&B 9

Stretch Conference 9  7

Wausau Paper 8A&B 6

1. For inspiration, access this FREE information

2. Complimentary samples
Circle the number on the attached card to receive complimentary samples
or information on the products you’d like to know more about.

3. Drop it in the mail
Detach the postage paid card and drop it in the mail.

4. Need it fast?
Fax the attached card to 239.213.2199 or go to www.dgm-connections.com, 
your instant web connection to the samples and information available for the 
products and services o ered in this issue of Dynamic Graphics.

Circle 25 on Connections card.

Photoshop Fix inspires you with 
16 pages of picture-packed tutorials

and tips from industry experts on
the essentials of Photoshop: menus,

tools, filters, effects, and tons of
timesaving techniques.

Get Your Fix Today!
WWW.PHOTOSHOPFIX.COM
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HOW’D THEY DO THAT?
Get Results Like the Pros

Tips From Our Last Issue
How to create the effect of unfinished 
art, plus embroidered and rope type.

Unfi nished look
1. Open your image in 
Photoshop, and name 
it Layer 1. Make a copy 
of Layer 1 by dragging 
it to the Create a new 
layer icon.
2. Select Layer 1 copy
and choose Image > 
Adjustments > Desat-
urate. Click on Filter > 
Stylize > Find Edges.
3. Select Image > Ad-
justments > Brightness
/Contrast. Use the val-
ues shown. Click OK.
4. Drag Layer 1 copy 
below Layer 1, and se-
lect Layer 1. Click the 
Add layer mask icon. 
Press d to set Mask 
Default colors, then 
x to inverse them, so 
that black is the fore-
ground color. 
5. Select the Gradient 
Tool. In the Options 
bar at top, use the set-
tings shown. Starting 
at the tip of the plug, 
drag the cursor to the 
middle of the cord.
6. Select Layer 1 copy. 
Click the Add a layer 
style icon, selecting 
Gradient Overlay from 
the drop-down menu. 
Adjust the options as 
shown, then click the 
gradient bar to open 
Gradient Editor.
7. In the resulting dia-
log box, select Noise 
from the Gradient Type 
drop-down menu and 
click Randomize under 
Options until you get 
a gradient you like.
Plug image 15329-
22IL, Creatas, 
www.creatas.com

“Color on Call”
illustration by Kirk Manley,

Feb/Mar 2005, V10N1
(page 30)

1

3

4

5

6

7

Start here

Foreground to Background

Create a new layer 

Add a layer style

End here
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Rope type
1. In Illustrator 8 (not 
available in later ver-
sions), begin by draw-
ing letters with the 
pen or pencil tool. 
2. Load your rope 
brush by going to 
Window > Brush 
Libraries > Default.
3. Select the path that 
you drew with the 
direct selection tool, 
and click on the Rope 
Brush. This effect 
works best on curvy 
scripts rather than on 
pointy letters. g

“Lo-Fi Graphics”
House Industries

promotional logo, V10N1
(page 54)

Embroidered type
1. Place your text in 
Illustrator, and give 
it outlines (Type > 
Create Outlines). Draw 
white lines with the 
pen tool over your 
copy. Tip: Draw one 
line, then hold Shift-
Option and drag it 
over. Hit Command-
D to repeat.
2. Go to File > Export 
and export your fi le to 
Photoshop format, as 
a fl at image.
3. Open the document
in Photoshop. Select 
the black areas with 
the magic wand tool
(turn off Contiguous).
4. Once all your black
is selected, hit Com-
mand-J to jump the 
layer. Delete your 
original layer. 
5. Go to Layer > Layer 
Style > Bevel and Em-
boss. Use the settings 
shown to get a subtle 
effect. Click OK.
6. Now bring in 
your background. 
Determine your type 
color(s) in Illustrator 
before you begin—we 
used black to better 
show this effect.

Headline type effect on Big 
Brand Theory ad, V10N1

(inside front cover)

1

3

4 5

See something inter-
esting in this issue?

Send us a note about 
what effects you’d like 
to see explained from 
the current issue. Give 
us the page number 
the effect appears on.

E-mail your request 
to Marcy Slane, 
slane@dgusa.com.

2

3

Rope Brush
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1. In Illustrator
Starting from the 
original image (left), 
we selected the dress, 
made a copy, and 
brought it to the front.

Tip: If you’re dealing 
with multiple shapes, 
we suggest uniting 
them in the Pathfi nder 
palette by holding 
down Option and 
clicking on the Unite/
Add to shape area 
icon (example, left).

2. Choose a pattern 
that you want the 
selected shape to be 
fi lled with. We opted 
to fi ll the woman’s 
dress with the honey-
comb pattern.

3. Drag your pattern 
onto the selected 
shape, and it automat-
ically fi lls the area.

4. Finally, add some 
fi nishing touches. In 
the Transparency pal-
ette, we lowered the 
Opacity to 30 percent, 
and set the Blending 
Mode to Screen. 
Image 014C1104LL, 
liquidlibrary, www.
liquidlibrary.com

Adding your own custom flavors is an important pro-
cess in design. Here are some simple techniques you 

can use to put personal touches on existing illus-
trations, imagery, and fonts—try these effects to 

make them your own. g

Make them your own
Easy ways to customize art, 
photography, and type

SOFTWARE SPECIFIC
Solutions for Windows and Mac

1

2

3

4

Tip
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1. In Photoshop
Pick a background 
image and a fore-
ground fi gure to place 
on the background. 
Draw a clipping path 
around your fore-
ground fi gure (the 
airplane or farmer), 
and make a selection 
out of your path. Copy 
and paste this selec-
tion into the back-
ground fi le. Soften the 
edges of your your 
foreground fi gure.

2. A lot of the images 
Rubberball sells have
clipping paths al-
ready in the fi le. This 
allows you to pick 
the background that 
best fi ts your needs. 
Airplane image 
22358357, Creatas; 
clouds 22132349, 
Creatas; available at 
www.picturequest.
com. Farmer image
SO_05L, Rubberball; 
cityscape 74058PD, 
Creatas; farmland 
78345-018MV, 
Creatas; available at 
www.creatas.com.

1 2

Photoshop/Illustrator
To give type an au-
thentically handmade 
or stamped look, 
make adjustments if 
there are two or more 
of the same letter 
so that they’re not 
exactly  the same. 
For thriller, we fi lled 
in spaces on an l and 
an r to give them a 
smoother look. For 
funny, we rotated the 
second n to make it 
less uniform. Get fonts 
Dirty Ego (thriller) and 
Calvin and Hobbes
(funny) free at www.
fontface.com.

1 2Before

After

Before

After
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Mad about the Mac
Leander Kahney’s The 
Cult of Mac explores the 
passion self-described 
“Mac-aholics” have for 
their computers. Take 
a look at devotees who 
sport Mac-minded 
haircuts, tattoos, and 
furniture. These individuals make up a notable 
subculture—one that truly embraces the bond 
between man and machine. $39.95, No Starch Press, 
www.nostarch.com

Double vision
Don’t let a tight budget bind your creativity. Two-
Color Graphics: Unlimited Design Solutions by
Templin Brink Design sets its sights on two-color 
creations that pack just as much punch—if not 
more—as any full-color piece. Over 200 examples 
of visually stimulating collateral, packaging, and 
identity materials are showcased. A color-fi nder 
guide also provides an assortment of color-matching 
options. $45, Rockport Publishers, www.rockpub.com

WORKSPACE SAVVY
Tech Tools and Texts

78 DynamicGraphics

Textworthy

Total templates
Immersed in the 
web but drowning in 
online design details? 
The second edition 
of Professional Web 
Design: Techniques 
and Templates pro-
vides a lifeline for 
website design, usabil-
ity, and functionality 
issues. Included are 
50 design templates 
from the fi rst edition 
plus 15 new ones, 
all with easy-to-use 
customization tech-
niques. Learn when 
to use GIF and JPEG 
images, how to sim-
plify navigation, and 
much more. $39.95, 
Charles River Media, 
www.charlesriver.com

Business sense
Running a creative busi-
ness isn’t an easy task, 
so don’t hesitate to look 
to the experts for advice. 
The Savvy Designer’s 
Guide to Success: Ideas 
and Tactics for a Killer 
Career by Jeff Fisher 
offers how-to advice for 
getting (and keeping) clients, pricing your services, 
creating contracts, and other important challenges. 
This practical guide is an excellent resource for 
any business owner. $24.99, How Design Books, 
www.howdesign.com/store/booksintro.asp

Do it digitally
Learn to use Photoshop’s 
coolest features to merge, 
manipulate, and modify 
images with Photoshop 
CS Trickery and FX by
Stephen Burns. This 
step-by-step instructional 
guide is ideal for artists 
looking to jumpstart 
their Photoshop know-how. Includes a CD-ROM 
for tutorial work as well as demos in Photoshop 
CS, Nik Color Efex Pro, and Sharpener Pro. Well 
organized with outstanding visual examples. $39.99, 
Charles River Media, www.charlesriver.com
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Toolworthy

Wireless wonders
Griffin Technology is gearing
up to release an assortment of
new products, including two
handy wireless remote controllers, 
AirClick and AirClickUSB (both 
$39.99), for iPod and Mac or PC 
computers; BlueTrip, a transmitter/
receiver for broadcasting audio from 
iPods to home stereos ($149); and the 
Griffin Xpress Stand ($24.99), a unit 
designed to boost range and efficiency for 
AirTunes. Another newcomer is the SmartDeck 
Intelligent Cassette Adapter ($24.99), which allows 
users to navigate iPod functions in the car with cas-
sette deck buttons. www.griffintechnology.com

Color companions
Eight new flavors—as in colors—are now available 
from Legion Papers’ new Sorbet collection. Blue 
Ice, Cappuccino, Cherry, and Mango are certain to 
please your palate—um, palette. Three sizes of col-
orful companion envelopes are also available. Perfect 
for greeting cards, invitations, brochures, and pack-
aging. Request a swatchbook at www.legionpaper.com.

Got glow?
Liven up late nights 
at work by decorating 
your offi ce environ-
ment with ReActive 
Neon Paint. Then fl ip 
on your black light 
and bask in the glow. 
This paint is trans-
parent under regular 
lighting conditions, 
so who’ll know? 
Available in blue 
and yellow. $6.99, 
www.thinkgeek.com

The Print Puzzle 
answer key

From page 22

Down
1. halftone
2. printer
3. grayscale
4. dotmatrix
6. four color printing
7. bleed
9. queue
11. blank
12. ink
13. ghosting
16. magenta
17. collate
21. smoothing
23. laser toner
27. resolution
28. dots per inch
30. fi ltering

Across
5. ink jet
8. pigment
10. ink cartridge
11. banding
14. hexachrome
15. gamma
17. CMYK
18. jet
19. prepress
20. refi ll
22. nozzle
24. saturation
25. registration mark
26. orientation
29. Pantone
31. drum
32. plotter
33. offset printing
34. overprint
35. spot color
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COVER TO COVER
Up Front, Start to Finish

Runners-up
Finding a cover image 
that expresses the 
“powers of print,” we 
discovered, is a tall 
order. “Powers” has 
one sort of associa-
tion, reasonably well-
rendered by a goldfi sh 
escaping its aquatic 
environment. But 
the “print” part has 
its own evocations, 

Coming Up

Abstract images make for risky covers. Readers will interpret 
these images according to their own personal associations, 

which may or may not be what was intended editorially. 
This cover candidate attracted us because of its link 
with nature, which reinforces the theme of ecology-

friendly printing expressed in several stories in the issue. But would 
readers make the connection?

We tried the layout on an extra-big test panel to make sure it was 
expressing our theme. The result was a unanimous endorsement of 
both the image’s suitability and its aesthetic appeal. In a break with our 
past practices—dating from this publication’s redesign by Pentagram in 
2003—we broadened the range of typestyles we use on the cover. This 
provided the dual benefit of adding some liveliness and allowing us  
greater freedom in headline choices. g

Cover photo from PictureQuest, www.picturequest.com: 
Brand X Pictures 22162693

More is the operative term when it comes 
to the next issue of DG : It’s time for our 
annual all-makeovers special issue, with 
loads of projects submitted by you, our 
readers, and made-over-better by DG 
designers ... plus feature articles on the 
fi ne art of the makeover, real-life case 
studies, and an in-depth look at the role 
of makeovers in packaging design. And 
of course you’ll fi nd expanded tips, tricks, 
advice from the experts, and more free 
downloadable images.

ranging from lipstick 
traces to primate 
palm prints. Above all, 
we sought to evade 
the obvious and the 
obscure, which ruled 
out candidates both 
literal and enigmatic. 
Finally, we defi nitely 
didn’t want to appear 
to be taking kickbacks 
from Bill Gates & co.

Clockwise from upper left: FirstLight (RM) 22617753, Super-
Stock (RM) 22595883, Digital Vision 22241308 (Creatas), Brand 
X 22162737; www.picturequest.com and www.creatas.com
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The Digital Graphic Design program from Ex’pression
Unless you’re a lottery winner, you’re going to spend a pretty hefty chunk 
of your life working. So you might as well be passionate about your 
career. Ex’pression College for Digital Arts can help. You’ll learn graphic 
design plus motion and broadcast design for TV, fi lm, and advertising.  
You’ll have 24/7 access to professional grade studios.  And you’ll earn a 
Bachelors degree in about 2½   years. Visit expression.edu for more info.

Ex’pression College For Digital Arts • Emeryville, CA (San Francisco Bay)

877.833.8800 • expression.edu

YOU SHOULDN’T HAVE TO 
MAKE OUT IN THE COPY ROOM 
TO FIND PASSION IN THE WORKPLACE.

 CIRCLE 23 ON CONNECTIONS CARD
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